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In 1972 when Ed Baker was elected Chief of the Goshen Volunteer
Fire Department, he did not look upon it as an honorary position in an
exclusive mens club. It was a challenge to build upon the foundation,
that other men had laid, a fire fighting group, with up-to-date equip-
ment, that would be a credit to the town of Goshen.
This was not a new idea of fancy with Ed. When he was a kid in
Duxbury, Mass., the greatest thing in the world was not the nearby
Atlantic Ocean. It was the Duxbury Fire Department. His early life was
closely allied to that organization.
When elected Chief of the Goshen department, he was not only the
fire boss and manager, but also the leader. If a job looked dangerous,
Eddie did it. If it was difficult or disagreeable Eddie did it. A suggestion
that the chiefshould wear a white uniform with gold braid was spurned,
and protective clothing for use around hazardous material was bought
instead.
Changing times brought new problems constantly, requiring more of
Ed's time, the buying ofnew equipment and planning more training for
the fire fighters. The result of all this is a volunteer fire company ofwell
trained men and modern well cared for equipment.
When people of Groshen call 542-5155, or neighboring towns need
help, they know that the Goshen Volunteer Fire Department will
respond with fire fighters and equipment that are the equal of any fire
department in the area.
Ed Baker is still a member ofthe fire department and still springs to
attention, like the fire horses of old, when the alarm comes in. However
with the feeling that the service would benefit by being guided by
younger hands he has turned the reins ofleadership over to an able and
trusted assistant.
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The State of New Hampshire
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 11:00 AM TO 7:30 PM
TOWN MEETING WILL BEGIN AT 7:30 PM
To the inhabitants of the Town of Goshen in the County of Sullivan in
the State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Goshen Town Hall in said Goshen
on Tuesday, the 9th day of March at 11:00 AM, to act upon the
following
:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
2. To receive the reports of the Town Officers of Goshen and take any
necessary action thereon.
3. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow
money in the form of Tax Anticipation Notes in the anticipation of
taxes.
4. To see if the Town will vote to hold the annual Town Meeting in
future years on the Saturday immediately following the second
Tuesday of March, when the election of Town Officers is held.
5. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA
72:l-c which authorize any town or city to elect not to assess,
levy and collect a resident tax.
6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Olive G. Pettis
Library trustees to apply for, accept and expend, without further
action by the Town meeting, money from state, federal or other
governmental unit or a private source which becomes available
during the fiscal year, in accordance with RSA 202-A:4-c
7. To see if the Town will vote to affirm a previous positive Town
Meeting decision to bill property taxes semi-annually
8. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen as
agents to expend the "Town of Goshen Bridge Repair and
Replacement" Capital Reserve created in 1986 for the Lear Hill
Bridge project, and to withdraw the Town's portion of that
project's cost.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $35,000 for the purpose of purchase, repair, and/or
reconstruction of the Pearson property adjacent to the Town Hall,
and to authorize the Town officials to negotiate the purchase
of said property.
10. To see if the Town will vote to post the point(s) at which a Town
road becomes Class VI with signs that declare that fact and the
fact that the Town assumes neither maintenance responsibility nor
liability for Class VI roads or portions thereof in accordance
with applicable RSAs (including RSA 231:50 and RSA 231:59).
ARTICLE SUBMITTED BY PETITION.
11. To see if the Town will vote to affirm the Class VI status
of that portion of Brickyard Road extending from its
intersection with Brook Road to a point which is 300'
(three hundred feet) in a Southerly direction from that
intersection, that point being the same as the Northern
extent of the present Class VI portion. ARTICLE SUBMITTED BY
PETITION.
12. To see if the Town will vote to post signs at either end of
the bridge on Brickyard Road just South of Brook Road declaring
that bridge unsafe for use and that users assume all risk of
usage. ARTICLE SUBMITTED BY PETITION.
NOTE: The following articles 13 and 14 are included on the Warrant for
voter consideration only in the event that the Selectmen before the
Town Meeting have approved a petition to reclassify to Class V the
portion of Brickyard Road that was classified Class VI by a vote of
the townspeople at the Special Town Meeting on October 17, 1992. No
such approval has been granted by the Selectmen at the date of this
Warrant
.
13. To see if the Town will vote to overturn the recent decision
by the Selectmen to reclassify to Class V the portion of
Brickyard Road that was expressly classified as Class VI by
91 to 23 vote of the tovvinspeople at the October 17 Special
Town Meeting. ARTICLE SUBMITTED BY PETITION.
14. Assuming a majority vote in favor of Article 13, to see if
the Town will vote to support expedited consiaeration by the new
Board of Selectmen of the Boardman/Dennis petition to reclassify a
portion of Brickyard Road and a favorable decision to reclassify
that portion of the road beginning at a point 200 feet in a
Northerly direction along the road from the iron pin denoting the
Southwest corner of the Boardman property but extending only to a
point 50 feet beyond the Northwest corner of that property
(basically the portion on which work was done in 1992) with the
levying against benefitting properties of betterment assessments,
under applicable RSA(s), for the cost of improvements. ARTICLE
SUBMITTED BY PETITION.
15. To see if the Town will vote to have the position of Road Agent
restored to a position hired and appointed by the Selectmen, such
change to become effective on the date of the 1994 Town Meeting or
upon exit from office of the next elected Road Agent, whichever
date is earlier.
16. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to apply for, receive, and expend Federal and State grants which
may become available during the course of the year in accordance
with RSA 31:95-b and also to accept and expend money from any
other governmental unit or private source to be used for purposes
for which the Town may legally appropriate money.
17. To see if the Town will vote to approve the following increases









Current Pro iected Increase






2200 2500 600 (X 2)
TOTAL OF INCREASES - $ 2550
The total amount necessary for these increases is included in
Article 19 under Town Officers' Salary.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $ 6,000 to hire and pay an Executive Assistant. This
amount is included in Article 19 under Executive Assistant.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
following sums of money for General Government:
Town Officers' Salary $ 26,350.00
Town Officers' Expenses 12,500.00
Election and Registration Expenses 750.00
Cemeteries 1,600.00
General Government Buildings 10,000.00
Reappraisal of Property 2,000.00
Planning and Zoning 2,000.00
Legal Expenses 2,500.00




From "Gunnison Brook" (formerly known as 2,125.00
"Foxglove Development") Escrow Account
TOTAL $ 96,890.00
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
following sums of money for Culture and Recreation:
Library $ 3,800.00
Patriotic Purposes 500.00
Conservation Commission 350 . 00
TOTAL $ 4,650.00
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
following sum of money for Debt Service:
Interest on Tax Anticipation Notes $ 15,000.00
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
following sums of money for Miscellaneous Purposes:
Recommended by
Selectmens' Budget Budget Committee
Tax Map Update $ 1,000.00 $ 800.00
PICA 7,000.00 7,000.00
Unemployment 500.00 500.00
Professional Audit Update 500.00 500.00
TOTALS $ 9,000.00 $ 8,800.00
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $7,500.00 to buy out the lease of the sander
.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$70,000.00 to purchase a new 2 1/2 ton, 4 wheel drive highway
truck and equipment excluding sander. (Not recommended by Budget
Committee. )
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
following sums of money for Capital Reserve Funds:
Recommended by
Selectmens' Budget Budget Committee
Highway Capital Reserve $ 3,000.00 $ 0.00
Truck Capital Reserve 5,000.00 5,000.00
Reappraisal 5,000.00 5,000.00
Bridges Capital Reserve 1, 000.00 0.00
TOTALS $ 14,000.00 $ 10,000.00
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the
creation of special maps and property lists to support 911
Emergency telephone:
Recommended by
Selectmens' Budget Budget Committee
911 Emergency materials $ 5,300.00 $ 2,810.00
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
following sums of money for Public Safety:
Recommended by
Selectmens' Budget Budget Committee
Police Department $ 12,600.00 $ 12,600.00
Ambulance Service 3,100.00 3,100.00
Fire Department 8,300.00 7,300.00
Building Inspection 500.00 500.00
Civil Defense 100.00 ' 100.00
TOTALS $ 24,600.00 $ 23,600.00
28. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to convey any real estate acquired by the Town by Tax Collector's
Deed. Such conveyance shall be by deed following a public
auction, or the property may be sold by advertised, sealed bids,
or may be otherwise disposed of as justice may require, pursuant
to RSA 80:80.
29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
following sums of money for Highways and Streets:
Recommended by
Selectmens' Budget Budget Committee
Maintenance $ 43,000.00 $ 40,000.00
Bridges 4,000.00 4,000.00
Street Lighting 160.00 160.00
General Highway Expenses 15,000.00 13,000.00
Highway Block Grant 19, 416.00 19,416.00
TOTALS $ 81,576.00 $ 76,576.00
30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
following sums of money for Sanitation:




Septic Feasibility Study 50.00
TOTAL $ 49,850.00
31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
following sums of money for Health and Welfare:
Sullivan County Hospice $ 250.00
Lake Sunapee Home Health 2,360.00
Senior Center 300.00
Meals on Wheels 250.00
Direct Assistance 8,000.00
TOTAL $ 11,160.00




Given under our hands and seal, this twenty-fifth day of February, in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and ninety-three.
A true copy of Warrant-Attest;
^"^nH^P^'-^^'
John P. Hopkins




SELECTMEN OF GOSHEN, N.H.
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General riations tures Budget
Government 1992 1992 1993
Executive 23,800 21,450 26,350
Elec.,Reg.&Vital Stat. 2,300 3,274 750
Financial Admin. 12,500 11,836 12,500
Revaluation of Prop. 2,500 1,160 2,000
Legal Expense 1,500 1,775 2,500
Planning & Zoning 4,750 1,230 2,000
Gen. Gov't Bldg. 7,500 8,590 10,000
Cemeteries 1,600 1,600 1,600
Insurance 30,000 24,032 30,000
Ad. & Reg. Assoc. 564 564 564




Ambulance 2,889 2,889 3,100
Fire 7,300 7,530 8,300
Bldg. Insp. 500 242 500
Emergency Mngt. 100 -0- 100
911 & Maps ~ ~ 5,300
Highways & Streets
Highways and Streets 40,000 38,889 43,000
Bridges 4,00 -0- 4,000
Street Lighting 120 135 160
General Expense 13,000 13,267 15,000
Block Grant 16,762 16,762 19,416
Sanitation
Septic Feas 50 -0- 50
Solid Waste Disp. 41,000 37,734 40,000
Tire Removal 2,000 -0- 2,000
Recycling/bldg. waste 3,000 1,059 2,000
Landfill Testing 13,000 9,651 5,800
Sander Buyout 7,500
Purchase of Pearson Prop 50,000
Health
Sullivan Cty. Hospice 250 250 250
Lake Sun. Home Health 2,248 2,440 2,360
Senior Center 300 300 300
Meals on Wheels 250
12
Welfare
Direct Assistance 5,000 1,662 8,000
Culture & Recreation
Library 3,800 3,800 3,800
Patriotic Purposes 400 400 500
Conservation
Conservation Comm. 350 350 350
Debt Service
Interest on TAN 10,000 9,625 15,000
Capital Outlay
Tax Map 800 800 1,000
FICA Retirement 7,000 5,152 7,000
Unemployment 400 861 500
Truck 70,000
Audit 5,000 4,950 500
Highway Cap. Reserve 3,000
Operating Transfers
Fox Glove
To Cap. Reserve Funds:
Truck 20,000 20,000 5,000
Reappraisal 3,000 3,000 5,000
Bridges 1,000 1,000 1,000





Resident Taxes --1992 Levy-- $2,890.00
Prior Years 530.00
$3,420.00
Yield Taxes — - Prior Years —
-
$12,623.88
Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes
Prior Years — $15,770.55
Tax Lien Interest — 33,407.33
Tax Lien Costs — 1.275.14
$50,453.02
*Business, Licenses and Permits $2,087.47
Other Licenses (Dog) 350.00
Motor Vehicle Permits $46,322.00
Revenue Sharing $21,667.66
Highway Block Grant $16,761.54
Forest Land Reimbursement $936.76
Income from Depts:
Recycling Services, Inc. $212.04
ZBA Fees — - 67.39
Sub-Division Fees —- 682.07
Sale of Municipal Property:
Sale of Histories - $80.00
Sale of Checklists ~ 62.00
Sub-division regs. - 35.00
Zoning regulations ~ 6.00
Copies - 203.04
Sale of Culverts- 161.80
Sale ofLogs- 225.68
Sale of Town Reports ~ 2.00




Gen. Assistance - $1,520.57
Bond Insurance Refund - 100.00
Refund Soc. Security ~ 7.29
Bank Interest $2,016.60
Vital Statistics 460.00
*Includes Building Permits, Transfer Station Permits, Ucc Filings,
Titles, Pistol Permits, Dredge & Fill Permits, Current Use Application
Fees, Pole Licenses, Junk Yard Licenses, Voter Aflfadavits
14




Appropriation Amount 12-31-92 Balance
Category
Town Officer's Salaries $23,800 $21,450.06 $2,349.94
Town Officer's Expenses 12,500 11,836.42 663.58
Elec. & Reg. Expenses 2,300 3,274.33 - 974.33
Cemeteries 1,600 1,600 -0-
Gen. Gov't Bldgs. 7,500 8,589.72 - 1,089.72
Reappraisal of Prop. 2,500 1,160.00 1,340.00
Planning & Zoning 4,750 1,229.66 3,520.34
Legal Expenses 1,500 1,774.16 - 274.16
Advt. & Reg. Assoc. 564.00 564.00 -0-
Town Audit 500 -0- 500.00
Police 12,600 6,389.54 6,210.46
Ambulance 2,889 2.889.00 -0-
Fire 7,300 7,124.81 175.19
Bldg. Inspector 500 242.00 258.00
Civil Defense 100 -0- 100.00
Highway Maint. 40,000 38,889.03 1,110.97
Bridges 4,000 -0- 4,000.00
Street Lighting 120 134.73 - 14.73
Gen. Highway Exp. 13,000 13,266.69 - 266.69
Highway Block Grant 16,762 13,217.84 3,544.16
Solid Waste Disp. 41,000 37,734.49 3,265.51
Tire Removal 2,000 -0- 2,000.00
Recycling/Bldg. Waste 3,000 1,058.80 1,941.20
Land Fill Testing 13,000 9,651.10 3,348.90
Septic Feasibility Study 50 -0- 50.00
Sullivan Cty Hospice 250 250.00 -0-
Lake Sun. Home Health 2,248 2,439.58 - 191.58
Senior Center 300 300.00 -0-
Direct Assistance 5,000 1,661.52 3,338.48
Library 3,800 3,800.00 -0-
Patriotic Purposes 400 400.00 -0-
Conservation Commission 350 350.00 -0-
Tax Antic. Notes - Int. 10,000 9,624.87 375.13
Tax Map Update 800 800.00 -0-
Highway Truck Cap.
Reserve Fund 20,000 20,000.00 -0-
15
Reappraisal Cap.
Reserve Fund 3,000 3,000.00 -0-
Constr. & Reconstr
of Town Owned
Bridges 1,000 1,000.00 -0-
Police Dept. Cruiser
Cap. Reserve 5,000 5,000.00 -0-
Professional Audit
of all town books 5,000 4,950.00 50.00
FICA, Retirement Contr. 7,000 5,151.81 1,848.19
Unemployment 400 860.81 - 460.81




1991 County Tax 109,878.41
1991 School Tax 95,800.00
1992 School Tax 540,886.00
1992 County Tax 103,257.93
Refunds 1,801.23
Payments to State:









SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1992
DESCRIPTION VALUE
Town Hall, Land and Buildings 123,550.00
Furniture and equipment 27,750.00
Library, Land and Buildings 25,650.00
Furniture and equipment 20,600.00
Police Department Equipment 14,420.00
,Fire Department, Land «fe Bldgs. 89,750.00
Equipment 67,980.00
Transfer Station, Land only &
Highway Dept., Land and Buildings 61,050.00
Highway Dept. equipment 87.550.00
TOTAL $518,300.00
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
1992
Value of Land Only
Current Use (at C.U. Values) 3,003,367
Residential 18,062,500
Commercial 770,550
TOTAL OF TAXABLE LAND 21,836,317
Value of Buildings Only
Residential 19,067,200
Commercial/Industrial 942,350
TOTAL OF TAXABLE BUILDINGS 20,009,550
PubHc Utilities - Electric 455,057
Valuation Before Exemptions 42,350,924
Elderly Exemptions (26) 670,000
NET VALUATION ON WHICH
TAX RATE IS COMPUTED 41,630,924
17
February 8, 19 93
Board of Selectmen
Citizens
Town of Goshen, New Hampshire 03752
Selectmen and Citizens:
Enclosed is the Annual Report of the Trust Funds for the Town of
Goshen, New Hampshire as of the close of business December 31, 1992.
In addition to the usual publication of the Trust Fund Report in the
Annual Town Report, I am submitting this letter to be included as
part of the Trust Fund Report. The balances and earnings of the
Trust Funds have been verified with the actual account balances and
with the 1099 statements received from the respective banks.
Please note the following two items:
1. The new funds reported on the enclosed report for the
Capital Reserve Funds originate from the appropriations
made in 1991. The funds were not disbursed from the general
funds until January 1992 resulting in their recognition as new
funds in the year 1992.
2. The appropriations made for the year 1992 were not
received by the Trustees of Trust Funds until January 28, 1993
resulting in their recognition as new funds created in the
forthcoming year ending 1993.
As a direct result the earnings potential for four accounts have
been affected over the long term. These accounts are listed below:
Anticipation of New Appraisal
Highway Department Truck
Police Department Cruiser
Construction and Reconstruction of Bridges
Respectfully Submitted,
Ann L. 0' Clair
Chairman, Trustees of Trust Funds
CC: Department of Revenue Administration
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NAME OF TRUST FUND
List first those trusts invested
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NAME OF TRUST FUND
List first those trusts invested
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1992
RECEIPTS:







Total Dog Licenses 350.00
Miscellaneous:
Certificate of Titles $304.00
UCCFilings 291.62
Transfer Station Permits (TSP) 377.00







Sale of "History of Goshen" 80.00
Sale of Checklists 62.00
18 Building Permits 300.00
Dredge and Fill Applications 12.00
Voter Affadavit Cards 6.00
Pole Licenses 40.00
Town Report 1.00
Postage & Handling 1,00
Total Miscellaneous Receipts 2,875.66
TOTAL RECEIPTS $49,547.66
REMITTANCES TO TREASURER DURING 1992
Auto Permit Fees $46,322.00
Dog Licenses 350.00
Certificate of Titles 304.00
UCC Filings 291.62
Transfer Station Permits (TSP) 377.00










Sale of "History of Goshen" 80.00
Sale of Checklists 62.00
18 Building Permits 300.00
Dredge and Fill Applications 12.00











YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1992
*** LEVIES OF ***
1992 Prior
Uncollected Taxes












Property Taxes .95 159.68
Interest Collected
On Delinquent Tax 15,673.55
Collected Resident
Tax Penalties 46.00 51.00
TOTAL DEBITS $182,440.88 $397,736.05
***Tax rate was set Dec. 22, 1992 and the property tax warrant was not
given by Dec. 31st. A warrant of $656.96 was issued on a mobile home
which was removed from town earlier in the year. This amount was
collected. The amount of $176,416.97 were pre-payments towards the




Property Taxes 177,073.93 366,610.40
















TOTAL CREDITS $182,440.88 $397,736.05
Unredeemed Taxes
Bal. Beg. of Fiscal Yr. $169,637.17
Liens Sold or Executed
During Fiscal Year 143,764.51
Int. Collected After Sale/
Lien Execution 33,407.33
















Received From Tax Collector:
Property Tax 1992 lyy 0^3 93
Property Tax 1991 365'518'95
Property Tax Interest 1991 I5 091 55
Property Tax 1990 1091 45
Property Tax Int. 1990 '408^55
Redemptions 1991
4]^ 109 14
Redemptions Int. of Sale 1991 2227 02
Redemptions 1990 61742 71
Redemptions Int. of Sale 1990 12225 23
Redemptions 1989 55061 82
Redemptions Int. of Sale 1989 20230 22
Resident Tax 1992 2890 00
Resident Tax Penalty 1992 ' 45 qq
Resident Tax 1991 500 00
Resdient Tax Penalty 1991 48.00
Resident Tax 1990 30 00
Resident Tax Penalty 1990 3 00
Overpayment '92
95
Overpayment '91 jco go
N.s.F.
io;oo
Yield Tax 1991 3 143 59
Yield Tax 1990 i;059:o3
Yield Tax Int. 1990 100 82
Yield Tax 1989 3 887.84
Yield Tax Int. 1989 3 38
Yield Tax 1988 3 534;79
Yield Tax Int. '88 53 32
Yield Tax 1987 993-63
Yield Tax Int. 1987 5 43
'^^'^AL 768,255.53
Received from Town Clerk 1992
Motor Vehicle Permits 46 322 00
Titles '3Q4QQ
Dog Licenses 342 00
Dog License Penalties 8 00
Marriage Licenses 320 00
Vital Statistics 240 00
U.C.C. Filings 291.62
Voter Reg. Cards 6.00
Sale of Checklist 62 00
24
Copies 203.04
Transfer Station Permits 377.00
Transfer Station Coupons 690.00
Filing Fees 7.00
Postage & Handling 1.00
Zoning Reg. 6.00
Building Permits 300.00




Dredge & Fill Application fees 12.00
TOTAL $49,547.66
Received from Selectmen 1992
Block Grant 16,761.54
Revenue Sharing 21,667.66
Gen. Assistance Reimbursement 1,520.57
Pistol Permits 36.00
Sub-division Application Fees 296.50
Reimbursement for Forest Fund 936.76
Zoning Board of Adjustment 67.39
Culverts 161.80
Recycling Services 212.04
Overpayment of Social Security 7.29
Durgin & Crowell 225.68
Planning Board Fees 385.57
Transfer of BankEast account to LSSB 1,994.07
McCrillis & Eldredge Refund 100.00
Tax Map Capital Reserve 785.00
Town Bridge Repairs 12,239.21
TOTAL $55,403.01
Timber Escrow Fund
Passbook Savings Acct. SRSB
Balance on hand 1/1/92 2,727.20
Interest earned for year 114.83
Balance on hand 12/31/92 2,842.03
Reappraisal Fund
Passbook Savings Account SRSB
Balance on hand 1/1/92 7,097.63
Interest earned for year 298.85
Balance on hand 12/31/92 7,396.48
25
Dump Closure Fund
6 month Certificate of Deposti SRSB
Balance at Maturity 7/21/91 145,876.21
Interest at Maturity 1/20/92 4,388.28
Interest at Maturity 7/21/92 3,879.91




Deposit made 4/14/92 326.33
Balance on hand 12/31/92 2,126.33
Summary of General Funds Account




Tax Anticipation Notes 365,000.00
Interest From Checking Account 1,870.19
Total 1,266,694.32
Less Payment ofVouchers 1,461,196.79
Plus Voided Check 40.26
Plus Encoding Errors .40
Balance 12/31/92 (-194,461.81)
26
DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
1992
TOWN OFFICER'S SALARIES
Phyllis M. Baker, Town Clerk and Tax Collector $10,264.56
Katherine C. Davis, Treasurer 232.04
Deborah E. Stevens, Treasurer 1,325.20
Ruth N. LeClair, Selectman 386.74
Raymond R. Gonthier, Selectman 2,247.16
William H. Stevens, Selectman 2,000.86
John P. Hopkins, Selectman 1,385.20
John P. Hopkins, Welfare Officer 277.04
John P. Hopkins, Health Officer 138.52
Lake Sunapee Savings Bank- Social Security & Withholding 3,192.74
TOTAL $21,450.06
TOWN OFFICER'S EXPENSES
Stacey M. Wood, Deputy Town Clerk and Tax Collector $ 70.35
Gertrude Konrad- Clerical 311.68
Andrea L. Willett- Clerical 480.29
Launa M. Willey- Clerical 798.14
Lynn S. Lambert- Clerical 599.94
Phyllis M. Baker- Clerical 950.67
Phyllis M. Clark- Fill In Town Clerk and Tax Collector 96.97
New England Telephone 590.38
AT&T 147.08
Loring, Short & Harmon- Supplies 237.62
Wheeler & Clark- Dog Tags & Licenses 60.96
Homestead Press- Vouchers 220.40
Kimball Office Products- Supplies 18.76
Johnson's Office Products- Supplies and File 532.57
The Letter Man Press- Town Reports 1,960.35
Business Equipment Depot- Service to Copier, Toner & Boxes 344.96
Sugar River Savings Bank- Safe Deposit Box 40.00
Sullivan County Registry of Deeds- Redemptions, Mylars, Tax Liens 470.81
Sullivan County Probate Court- List 3.50
Dennis Lumber & Supply- Fax 6.50
Maclean Hunter Market Reports, Inc. - Motor Vehicle Books 140.00
Postmaster - Stamps, Certified Mail, Box Rent 897.02
US Postal Service - Stamped Envelopes 321.00
Eagle Publications - Ads 333.13
Valley Typewriter Service - Agreement & Cleaning 115.00
Lake Sunapee Savings Bank - Printed Accessories 15.48
Argus Champion - Ads 93.00
Michael J. Work - Researching Mortgagees 450.00
N. H. Tax Collector's Association - Dues and Workshop 35.00
N. H. Municipal Association - Dues, Law Book, Subscription 535.00
N. H. City & Town Clerk's Association - Dues 20.00
Ruth N. LeClair- Expenses 38.07
John P. Hopkins - Mi^-eage to Tax Hearings 48.40
Marianne Dennis- 2 days Service 50.00
William H. Stevens - Mileage and Expenses 202.25
Raymond R. Gonthier- Mileage 35.50
Phyllis M. Baker - Expenses, mileage 186.43
Lynn S. Lambert - Expenses, mileage 8.30
Lake Sunapee Savings Bank - Social Security & Withholding 370.91
TOTAL $11,836.42
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ELECTION AND REGISTRATION EXPENSES
Arthur G. Jillette, Moderator $ 277.03
Gerald H. Dickerman, Supervisor of the Checklist 360.15
Daniel W. Hunter, Supervisor of the Checklist 360.16
Christine P. Smith, Supervisor of the Checklist 360.16
Elaine F. Ayotte, Ballot Clerk 95.00
Kathleen E. Abel, Ballot Clerk 45.00
Nancy A. Moul , Ballot Clerk 95.00
Madeline L. Stevens, Ballot Clerk 95.00
Judy B. Gonthier, Ballot Clerk 25.00
Andrea L. Willett, Ballot Clerk 25.00
Phyllis M. Baker- Checklists 179.70
Phyllis M. Baker- Lunches Solid Waste Election 12.48
Phyllis M. Baker- Expenses 2.50
Gerald H. Dickerman- Expenses 3.91
Treasurer, Goshen Church Circle - Election Dinners 144.00
Sunapee Mt. Grange #144 - Election Dinners 144.00
Nelson's Hardware - Election Lunches 136.60
S & R - Election Lunches 43.19
Goshen Country Store - Lunch Expenses 4.87
Arthur G. Jillette - Dinners Solid Waste Election 28.30
Newport Argus Champion - Ads 248.00
Evans Printing Co. - Voter Registration Cards 62.68
Letter Man Press - Ballots Yes/No 48.80
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire - Vital Statistics 345.00
Lake Sunapee Savings Bank - Social Security & Withholding 132.79
TOTAL $ 3,274.33
CEMETERIES
Goshen Cemetery Commission $ 1,600.00
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS
Corbett Oil Co., Inc.- Fuel Highway Garage, Fire Station, $ 3,101.41
and Town Hall
New Hampshire Electric Cooperative, Inc. - Highway Garage 780.66
Public Service Co. of New Hampshire - Fire Station and Town Hall 2,436.69
Cheryl M. Warburton- Custodial and Supplies 428.00
Harry A. Warburton - Custodial 55.60
Jack MacKenzie, Jr. - Pumping Holding Tank at Town Hall 380.00
John Hopkins Plumbing & Heating - Repairs furnace Fire Dept. 779.00
Dennis Lumber & Supply - Library door and building supplies 433.09
Ed Young - Installation of storm windows Town Hall 50.00
Phyllis M. Baker- Christmas Decorations $ 20.94
Lake Sunapee Savings Bank - Social Security & Withholding 124.33
TOTAL $ 8,589.72
REAPPRAISAL OF PROPERTY
Ann Mooney - Pickups, changes $ 1,160.00
PLANNING AND ZONING
Town of Goshen - Fox Glove Account, Transfer of Funds $ 326.33
Sullivan County Registry of Deeds - Filing Annexation 14.52
Patricia S. Stephan - Expenses 40.88
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Douglas J. O'Clair - Expenses 28.64
Joseph Mileti - Expenses 11.45
Eagle Publications, Inc. - Ads 206.90
Law Offices of Laurence F. Gardner 59.80
Leon H. Geil, PE 471.39
Newport Argus Champion - Ads 69.75
TOTAL $ 1,229.66
LEGAL EXPENSES
Law Office of Laurence F. Gardner $ 898.16
Upton, Sanders & Smith 676.00
Elliott, Jasper & Stamatakis 200.00
TOTAL $ 1,774.16
ADVERTISING AND REGIONAL ASSOCIATION
Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Council $ 564.00
POLICE
Jerri S. Bruno, Chief $ 3,023.39
David Fisher, Deputy 1,522.37
R. E. Hinkley Co. Inc. - Gas 137.85
AT&T 131.63
New England Telephone 566.96
Communication Connection, Inc. - Radio atenna 60.00
Fulton's Service Station - Exhaust system 503.63
Staples Veterniary Clinic 55.00
State of N. H. - MV - copy of registration 10.00
Lake Sunapee Savings Bank - Social Security & Withholding 378.71
TOTAL $ 6,389.54
AMBULANCE
Newport Ambulance $ 2,889.00
FIRE DEPARTMENT
R. E. Hinkley Co., Inc. - Gas $ 124.81
Goshen Volunteer Fire Department - Appropriation 7,000.00
TOTAL $ 7,124.81
BUILDING INSPECTOR
Harry A. Warburton, Building Inspector $ 187.17
Lake Sunapee Savings Bank - Social Security & Withholding 54.83
TOTAL $ 242.00
HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE
Edwin I. Baker, Road Agent $ 6,469.56
Maurice C. Austin, Jr., Road Agent 5,463.85
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Mark S. Lord - Labor 6,938.14
William S. Stevens - Labor 4,083.00
Frederick R. Faulkner - Labor 314.06
Richard A. White - Labor 117.75
Harry A. Warburton, Jr. - Labor 37.71
R. E. Hinkley Co., Inc. - Gasoline, Diesel 1,250.44
Shawn Austin - Labor 75.03
George E. Ayotte - Cutting Brush on Brickyard Rd. 50.00
Adriene S. Tarrien - Cutting Brush on Brickyard Rd.and for relocating
highway sand pile 1,596.00
Dennis Lumber & Supply - Chloride and supplies 380.45
Edward A. Benware - Mowing Roadsides 1,000.00
Don Davis Construction Co. - Sand Pile Removal, Gravel 2,753.00
Frank W. Whitcomb Construction - Coldpatch 8.29
M & M Equipment, Inc. - Snow plow blades 112.48
Akzo Salt, Inc. - 44.25 tons salt 1,601.40
Ledgeland Sand & Gravel Inc. -Sand 336.00
L. E. Weed & Son - Gravel 120.88
Fulton's Inc. - Trucking Winter Sand 504.00
William S. Stevens - Winter sand 756.00
Edwin I. Baker - Expenses 118.25
Maurice C. Austin, Jr. - Mileage 23.75
Lake Sunapee Savings Bank - Social Security & Withholding 4,778.99
TOTAL ' $38,889.03
STREET LIGHTING
Public Service Co. of New Hampshire $ 134.73
GENERAL HIGHWAY EXPENSE
E. W. Sleeper Co. Inc. - Rental sander and sander parts $ 542.02
Steve Fellows - Saw blade 12.00
Cheever Tire Service Inc. - Tires for truck and loader 944.20
Bond Auto, Newport - Parts & supplies 1,653.98
Frederick A. Farrar - Relay points 66.49
Merriam Graves Corp. - Regulator, lease, rental of oxygen and
acetylene tanks 403.63
Harbor Freight Tools - Nuts, bolts, i" drill, 5 ton jack 427.92
Skeets Alternator & Starter Service - repair truck alternator 125.00
Newport Welding Co. - Welding on Grader 315.00
Dennis Lumber & Supply - Chloride, plastic, padlock, supplies 752.63
New England Equipment - Hose for loader 25.04
Skips Garage - Grader parts and work 296.00
Goshen Auto Wrecking - Parts 128.09
B-B Chain Co. - Tow chain 141.00
Graves Equipment - Grader parts 980.78
Bob's Diesel Service - Repairs to Grader 1,487.50
Howard Fairfield, Inc. - Teeth for grader 288.55
M & M Equipment - Snow Plow Parts 37.40
R. N. Johnson, Inc. - Backhoe parts 55.27
Patten Auto Body - Inspection 25.00
R. E. Hinkley Co., Inc. - Gasoline and Diesel 2,022.05
New England Equipment - Loader parts 33.07
Ed's Equipment Service - Parts for truck, loader 705.42
R & L Auto Parts - Paint for Gas Tank 8.40
Twin Ridge Polaris - Repairs to sander 43.87
Corbett Oil Co., Inc. - #2 Fuel 384.28
L. E. Weed & Son 46.55
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire - Signs 40.26
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Maurice Austin - Mileage 3.75
Edwin I. Baker - Mileage and expenses 114.08
Mark S. Lord - Mileage and expenses 4.00
William H. Stevens - Mileage 44.00
A. S. Bartlett - Outside Light and Pole Installation at Highway
Sand Pile 365.80
Maurice C. Austin - 50' light pole 50.00
William S. Stevens - Used gas tank and installation, mileage 156.50
AT&T 89.32
New England Telephone 429.11
N. H. Electric Cooperative, Inc. 18.73
TOTAL $13,266.69
HIGHWAY BOOCK GRANT
Ernest L. Johnson - Crushed gravel $ 990.00
L. E. Weed & Son - Crushed stone and gravel 352.04
G. H. Caron & Son - Work on Brickyard Rd. 3,490.00
William S. Stevens - Winter sand 2,628.00
TCG Materials Inc. - Cold Patch 468.72
South Branch Construction & Logging - Processed gravel 375.00
Don Davis Construction - Crushed gravel 2,282.00
Northeastern Culvert - Culverts $ 2,632.08
TOTAL $13,217.84
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL
Ralph W. Galpin, Jr., Transfer Station Attendant $ 3,461.72
Daniel W. Hunter, Transfer Station Attendant 1,728.76
H. C. Gobin, Inc. - Roll off service and container rental 8,014.60
HoytTrucking Inc. - Tipping Fee 4,861.12
Newport Welding Co. - Welding container 75.00
Dennis Lumber & Supply - supplies 20.16
Geiger Bros. - Permits 219.72
Don Davis Construction Co. - Excavating and relocating sand pile
(partial bill) 2,300.00
Sullivan County Regional Refuse Disposal District - Tipping Fees 16,623.36
Lake Sunapee Savings Bank - Social Security and Withholding 430.05
TOTAL $37,734.49
RECYCLING/BUILDING WASTE
H. C. Gobin, Inc. $ 1,058.80
LAND FILL TESTING
Thermo Consulting Engineers $ 9,651.10
SULLIVAN COUNTY HOSPICE
Sullivan County Hospice $ 250.00
LAKE SUNAPEE HOME HEALTH
Lake Sunapee Visiting Nurse $ 2,439.58
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SENIOR CENTER
Karle Lehtinen Senior Center $ 300.00
DIRECT ASSISTANCE
Lake Sunapee Savings Bank $ 979.26
N. H. Electric Cooperative, Inc. 222.52
Sugar River Savings Bank - Safety deposit box 20.00
Butson's Supermarket 50.00
Public Service Co. of New Hampshire 389.74
TOTAL $ 1,661.52
LIBRARY
Olive G. Pettis Library $ 3,800.00
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES
Goshen Cemetery Commission $ 400.00
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Goshen Conservation Commission $ 350.00
TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES - INTEREST
Lake Sunapee Savings Bank $ 9,624.87
TAX MAP UPDATE
Cartographic Associates - Maintenance of Tax Maps $ 800.00
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
Trustee of Trust Funds - Highway Truck Capital Reserve Fund $20,000.00
Trustee of Trust Funds - Reappraisal Capital Reserve Fund 3,000.00
Trustee of Trust Funds - Construction and Reconstruction of
Town Owned Bridges 1,000.00
Trustee of Trust Funds - Police Dept. Cruiser Capital Reserve
Fund 5,000.00
PROFESSIONAL AUDIT OF ALL TOWN BOOKS
Plodzik and Sanderson $ 4,950.00
FICA, WITHHOLDING CONTRIBUTIONS
Lake Sunapee Savings Bank $ 5,151.81
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UNEMPLOYMENT
State of New Hampshire - UC Funds $ 860.81
INSURANCE
NHMA Insurance Trust $ 2,287.48
McCrillis & Eldredge Insurance 16,977.00
Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. 4,767.00
TOTAL , $24,031.48
PAYMENTS TO STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire - Dog License Fees $ 40.00
State of New Hampshire - Rand Pond Water Test 32.00
TOTAL $ 72.00
TAX LIENS
Phyllis M. Baker, Tax Collector $143,764.51
COUNTY TAX
Treasurer, County of Sullivan - 1991 County Tax $109,878.41
Treasurer, County of Sullivan - 1992 County Tax $103,257.93
SCHOOL TAX
Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School District - 1991 School Tax $ 95,800.00
Goshen-Lempster Cooperative Schook District - 1992 School Tax $540,886.00
REFUNDS AND OVERPAYMENTS











PAYMENT OF TEMPORARY LOAN
Lake Sunapee Savings Bank $200,000.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS MADE DURING THE YEAR 1992 $1,461,156.53
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GOSHEN VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
1992 REPORT
At this time I take great pride in writing my first annual report as
Fire Chief.
As most ofyou know I am no stranger to the department. I became a
member in Jan. 1963, 1 served 2 years as Captain and 18 years as Deputy
Chief before being elected Chief in April 1992.
1992 was a quiet year for the department, responding to 15 calls with
a reported loss of $3,500. 125 hours were spent on fire related service,
and 902 hours ofservice on clean-up, training and meetings. At this time
I want to thank all the people ofGoshen for their part in fire prevention.
The Break down in Fire Calls is as follows:
G.L. Schol Alarm 2 -- Brush Fires 2 -- Car Fires 1
Chimney Fires 3 -- M.V. Accidents 2 -- Mutual Aid 4
Structure Fires 1
Two fire fighters successfully completed a firefighter I Course con-
sisting of 106 hours. One fire fighter completed a 16 hour incident
command course. At this time two fire fighters are enrolled in an
emergency medical technician course.
Although Goshen can now use 911 for emergency calls, this number
is for police and ambulance only. The number to report afire is 542-5155.
For non-emergency fire business call 863-3143 or 863-4506.
In the past year two more portable radios were purchased for the
department. This gives each officer a radio for better communications
during fire calls.
At this time I want to thank all the firefighters for all their dedication
and donation of time to the department which they receive no compen-
sation for, and to all their families for all the time they are not at home.
Instead they are giving their time to the Goshen Volunteer Fire




GOSHEN VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
TREASURER'S REPORT FOR 1992
Balance Jan. 1, 1992
1992 Town Appropriation State ofNH
10,663.27
Forestry Grant 600.00






Sale of Auction Goods 55,00
14,280.90
Station House Supply 1,595.95
R & L Auto Parts 76.45
Telephone 330.87
Fire School 850.00
S & R Grocery 146.71
Conway Assoc. 2.343.89
ConVal Mut. Aid 60.00
Goshen Country Store 61.75












Fire House Magazine 49.97
Sullivan County Radio Assn. 200.00






STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT of RESOURCES and ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
DIVISION of FORESTS and LANDS






Report of Town Forest Fire Warden and State Forest Ranger
603-271-2214
FAX: 603-271-2629
".'j'JZ was below average for wildfires reported in our state. Our largest fire was in May
in Rumney where a suspicious origin fire burned approximately 150 acres with a total cost
-)-'- approximately $30,000. The N.H. Division of Forests and Lands assisted many other com-
iunities in wildlond fire suppression as well.
Our fire lookout towers reported 289 fires, burning a total of 136 acres. Our major causes
of fires were fires kindled without a permit, unlcnown causes and children.
Please help your town and state forest fire officials with fire prevention. New Hampshire
State Law (RSA 22^1:27) requires that, "No person, firm or corporation shall kindle or
cause to be kindled ar.y fire or burn or cause to be burned any material in the open, except
.vhen the ground is covered with snow, without first obtaining a written fire permit from
the Forest Fire Warden of the town where the burning is to be done." Violation of this
statute is a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine of up to $1,000 and/or a year in jail and
you are liable for all fire suppression costs.
Local fire departments are responsible for suppressing fires. The small average fire size
of .k7 acre/fire is a tribute to early detection by the public or our fire tower system
and the quick response of our trained local fire departments. Please help your Warden and
"ire department by requesting and obtaining a fire permit before kindling an open fire.
he .I.H. Division of Forests and Lands assisted 28 towns with a total fo $20,000 in 50/50
ost share grants for fire fighter safety items and wildland suppression equipment in
9^2.
f you have any questions regarding New Hampshire forest fire laws, please contact your






Forest Fire Statistics 1992
District Town of:
Bryan C. Nowell Arthur Nelson
Forest Ranger
For fire permits and information, cal
Forest Protection (603)271-2217
Forest Management (603) 271-3456
Forest Fire Warden
TCocal phone number for fire permits/information)
Land Management (603) 271-3456
Information & Planning (603) 271-3457
TDD ACCESS: RELAY NH 1-800-735-2964 (gg) fBcyetetf paper
DFVISIO.N OF FORESTS AND LANDS 603-271-2214
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OLIVE G. PETTIS LIBRARY
TRUSTEES REPORT - 1992
The trustees of the Ohve G. Pettis Library held their regular
quarterly meetings on the second Monday of January, April, July and
October at 6 p.m. at the library.
At the April meeting Sherri Moen was elected chairman. Viola
Wright, retiring chairman, was honored at a tea in May and presented
with a book thanking her for her many years of service on the board of
trustees.
During the spring the screen door was replaced, and arrangements
were for the International Work Camp to do some work iftheir schedule
allowed. The area around the front door was painted at the end of their
time in Goshen.
The summer program for children included storyhours with Meredith
Pike and Vi Wright, an evening bedtime story progra with Debbie
Hebert, and an afternoon of crafts with Ian LeClair.
In October Andrea Willett was appointed to fill a vacancy on the
board.
Shortly after school reopened in the fall, the librarian began a
Monday afternoon music program for children. The response was very
positive and eight children attended regularly. At Christmas each
received a recorder as a gift from their teacher. Programs such as this
expand the outreach of the Ibirary to the children of the community.
A November work evening was held with trustees helping the
librarian weed the shelves to make room for new books. Many of these
withdrawn books are available for sale at the library. Jean reports that
the inventory is now complete and the cards in order. There are 26 new
patrons. The library purchased 33 new books in '92 and increased its
collection of video tapes by 22.
During the course of the year generous contributions of books and
video tapes have been made. We thank the Pike family in particular for
their contribution to the educational video tape library.
Late in November the library received a memorial legacy from the
estate ofHelen W. Richmond in memory ofWilliam John Pettis, Jr. The
trustees have voted to put this in a trust fund and use the income from
the bequest as directed.
The trustees look forward to a busy year at the library with plans to
paint and spruce up the interior of the building. Stop in and see - and -




OLIVE G. PETTIS LIBRARY
FINANCIAL REPORT, 1992







Jean Barrett, librarian $1,704.75
IRS, Social Security 270.48
PSNH 193.49
New England Telephone 348.33
Corbett Oil 944.44
Books, Magazines, VCRs 662.65





BALANCE AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1992 $2,806.49





REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD - 1992
During calendar year 1992 the Planning Board approved one
major and three minor subdivisions. In addition three lot line
adjustments (annexations) were reviewed and approved by the
Board. Still to be resolved is the status of the cluster
development off Brook Road near Rand Pond.
In January a public hearing was held on the amendment to
local zoning regulations that would allow for participation in
the Federal Flood Insurance program. As a result the warrant
article concerning the amendment was passed at Town Meeting.
Upon the resignation of Joseph Mileti in June, Denise Cook
took on the responsibilities of acting chairman. The Planning
Board, which should have a working membership of five with three
alternates has been working with barely a quorum of two members,
one alternate and the representative from the Board of Selectmen
The board would appreciate volunteers from the community to serve
as members or alternates.
The Planning Board holds its regular monthly meeting on the
first and last Tuesdays of the month at 7 p.m. at the Town Hall.
The regular meeting is on the first Tuesday and the work meeting








1992 has been a busy year for the Goshen Conservation Commission.
At March Town Meeting the Commission proposed two ordinances
concerning regulations on the leased property at Gunnison Lake/
Williamson Park. Both ordinances were accepted by the town. They (1)
established parking hours (5 a.m. to 9 p.m.) and (2) prohibited alcoholic
beverages on the leased property. The entrance sign was made for the
Commission by N.H. the Beautiful, the only cost being $31.62 for the
installation materials. Many thanks to Bob Young and Mark Burns for
the donation of their time and effort to see that the sign was installed.
Heavy cardboard signs were purchased by the Commission ($144.00) to
post in the area to remind people of the regulations.
We are grateful to the State of N.H. for the work done on the access
road this summer. They also installed new gates both at the top of the
dam and at the end ofthe access road. The gate was locked and unlocked
at the posted times each day all summer and fall.
A good start was made at perambulating the property line on the
north side of the lake and it is hoped that less rain and free schedules
will allow for the completion of this task in 1993.
Country Forester, Steve Wood was consulted in relation to a manage-
ment plan for the area. The commission is particularly interested in
management for the best interest of the wildlife in the area.
Plans are being made to do some work in the Williamson Park area.
Last spring a maple tree, compliments ofthe N.H. Elect Co. , was planted
in this area and later a picnic table was purchased ($60.00). We plan to
do more work in this area.
Mowing costs this year were $75.00. The Treasurer reports a year end
balance of $1,841.95 for 1992.
Upkeep ofthe nature trail was continued this summer and expansion
of the trail has been discussed.
Meetings are held at the Firehouse on the fourth Wednesday of each
month.
Respectfully submitted,
Ruth LeClair, (term expires 1993),
Beatice Jillette, (term expires 1993)
Rita Purmort, (term expires 1993)
Gerald Dickerman, (term expires 1994)
Lois Stevens, (term expires 1995)
Arthur Nelson, (term expires 1995)


































Depot Square, Newport 863-4088
290 County Road, New London 526-4077
P.O. Box 2209, New London, NH 03257





Medical Social Work 7














As a locally based non-profit organization, we try to support
all of our communities by employing qualified local people and
by purchasing goods and services from local vendors. We are
pleased to report that out of the 183 people we have employed
this year, 153 or 84% live in the towns from which we receive
appropriations. In your town, two people work for us.
Thank you for your continued support of our agency and its












Cody Earle Litchfield to Greg Alan Litchfield
and Sally Rae Williams.
Mariah Jayde Gosselin Krause to Paul Graham Krause
and Diane Kathy Gosselin.
Stacy Kathryn McCrossin to Robert Alfred McCrossin
and Deborah Ann Andersen.
Rebecca Locke Schneider to Mark William Schneider
and Virginia Locke MacDonald.








Paul Fredrick Merrigan, died in Goshen, N. H.
Son of Paul H. Merrigan and Ruth Sinon.
Ronald S. Newell, died in Goshen, N. H.
Son of Fred F. Newell and Annie Goss.
Charles P. Pearson died in Lebanon, N. H.
Son of Fred Pearson and Phoebe Stoddard.
Robert A. Prior died in New London, N. H.
Son of Elroy K. Prior and Helen G. Adams.
Cloie B. Young died in Goshen, N. H.
Daughter of Lemuel R. Barton and Mary Young.
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MARRIAGES
January 17, 1992 James Edwards Leiand of Goshen, N. H. and
Shirley Anne Edes of Goshen, N. H.
February 14, 1992 Shane Walter Bailey of Goshen, N. H. and
Rene Dawn Wilcox of Newport, N. H.
May 30, 1992 Mark Claflin Flewelling, Sr. of Goshen, N. H. and
Barbara Cambridge Whitman of New London, N. H.
June 14, 1992 Robert James Jensen of Goshen, N. H. and
Jasmin Marcy Bailey of Goshen, N. H.
July 18, 1992 Robert Scott Dewar of Goshen, N. H. and
Theresa Ida Pelletier of Goshen, N. H.
August 8, 1992 Christopher Cullen Dale of Goshen, N. H. and
Cheryl Lyn Chiaradonna of Goshen, N. H.
August 9, 1992 Samuel Benjamin Ellis of Goshen, N. H. and
Rachel Grace Caron of Goshen, N. H.
October 24, 1992 Budd Cameron Blair of Goshen, N. H. and
Bernadette Marie Gonthier of Goshen, N. H.
I hereby certify that the above return is correct
to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Town Clerk
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INVENTORY OF TAXABLE PROPERTY
Land
Name Description Value Buildings Tax
Abel, Kathleen E. Map 209-100 S49,800 $48,950 $2,112.26
Albacento, Peter V. Estate Map 401-26 34,580 33,950 1,465.86 C/U
Allen, Lawrence Map 201-24 42,071 78,100 2,570.46 C/U
Ambler, Richard B. & Pamela A. Map 209-57 102,350 41,300 3,072.67
Andersen, Edward J. & Joyce A. Map 209-120^ 37,050 89,850 2,714.39
Anderson, Gary & Katherine A. Map 207-10.3 24,100 515.50
Anderson, John W. Jr. & Jean G. Map 209-65 72,400 16,950 1,911.20
Map 209-64 33,900 725.12
Anderson, John V. & Kenneth P. Map 203-2 117,750 2,518.67
Andrews, Richard C. & Joyce M. Map 411-24 34,550 739.02
Apholt, Paul W. 1/3 Interest Map 209-10 15,550 332.61
Map 209-11 17,350 7,150 524.06
" Map 209-78 15,516.67 331.89
AphoU, Paul W. & Eleanor M. Map 209-12 53,750 1,149.71
Ash, Albert P. & Patricia L. Map 407-6 32,630 28,000 1,196.88 CU-VET
Atkinson-Davis Corp. Map 402-6 1,104 23.61 C/U
" Map 408-2 4,080 87.27 C/U
Austin, Maurice C. Jr. & Beverly Map 404-11 30,550 653.46
Avery, Gordon M. Map 208-27.1 23,600 504.80
Map 203-16 31,200 113,400 3,092.99
Avery, John I. Ill & Holly R. Map 203-24 75,350 21,300 2,067.34
Avery, Steven J. & Herbert B. Map 404-10 30,350 73,200 2.214.93
Ayotte, Eva C. Map 201-34 34,862 77,250 1,442.48 CU-VET
Map 406-11 2,610 55.83
Ayotte, Charles E. & Elaine F. Map 208-24 40,600 49,400 1,397.30 VET
Ayotte, George E. & Dorothy E. Map 206-12.2 35,150 68,300 2,212.80
Map 206-11 20,750 5,600 563.63
Ayotte, Thomas A. & Jennie E. Map 206-2 38,100 62,300 2,147.56
Aldrich, Raymond M. & Teresa L. Map 204-48 34,800 22,350 1,222.44
Backside Realty Trust Map 411-9.1 43,000 919.77
" " Map 411-9.2 23,300 498.39
Map 411-9.3 15,050 321.92
Bailey, Barbara J. & Nancy Lee Map 206-34 17,350 14,650 684.48
Bailey, Donald J. & Mary Ann Map 209-32 39,950 40,950 1,730.46
Bailey, George F. & Helen A. Map 209-91 49,750 13,200 1,346.50
Bailey, Stephen R. & Ruth M. Map 204-1 46,700 236,750 6,063.00
Bailey, Willis E. & Amy K. Map 206-14 $37,250 $33,500 $1,513.34
Baker, Edwin I. & Phyllis M. Map 402-11 37,343 70,400 2,204.62 CU-VET
Baker, Thomas S. & Marsha W. Map 409-4 34,600 740.09
Map 409-2 9,600 205.34
Ball, Damon H. Map 406-10 1,920 41.07 C/U
Balla, Roy R. & Rae N. Map 205-22 78,600 400 1,689.81
Map 205-23 35,465 119,000 3,304.00 C/U
Barker, Harold E. & Lucy B. Map 204-19 64,900 58.050 2,629.90
Baron, Kenneth J. & Cynthia L. Map 204-16 22,350 56,550 1,687.68





Bartlett, Allan S. & Verna M. Map 209-39
Bartlett, Gordon C. Map 209-98
Map 410-2
Map 410-10
Bartlett, Michael A. & Kristin A. Map 205-3
Bartlett, Phyllis A.
Barton, Edwin C. & Evelyn S.
Beaudry, Normand R.
Beaulieu, Robert B. & Donna J.
1/2 interest








Bennett, Richard A. & Dorothy E. Map 202-5
Bergeron, Howard & Pauline R.
Berkeley, Harold A.
Berry, Duane A.
Bevilacqua, Kevin D. & Tracey A.
Bevilacqua, Kim M.
Bevilacqua, Louis D. & Elaine H,
Blackwood, Robert K. & Susan M.
Boardman, Juan V. & Barbara J.
Booth, Leon R. & Cynthia A.
& Huntington, Bernice B.
Brayfield, William D.
Brightman, Earl R. & Eleanor
1/2 interest
Brown, Jacquelyn S. & Zipfel,
Donald P.
Bua, Joseph A. & Patricia A.
Buccafusca, Mary
Budney, Victor J. & Catherine
Burford, Robert E. & Lois N.
Burnham, David B. & Lorene G.
Burns, Mark R.
Bushnel 1 , Leonard S.
Byrne, Mildred E.

























Nydia I. & Vasquez, Modesto Map 206.63
Canniff, Paul J. & Joyce D.



















































































































Carlson, John A. & Virginia
Carnevale, Henry G. & Fay E
Caron, Gary H. & Roberta A.
Caron, George Estate
Caron, George R. & Elizabeth L.Map 202-20
























Castanha, Michael & Brenda Map 201-15
Chapin, Robert A. & Shirley M. Map 404-17
Chartier, Alvina V. Map 204-11
Chiaradonna, John H. & June R. Map 209-88
Chiaradonna, William J. &
Arlene S.
Cofield, Juan M. & James E.
Colby, William R. & Joyce D.
Colling, David A.
Conroy, Philip E. & Helen N.
Cook, John W. & Denise C.
Cooper, Scott R.
Corriveau, Donald L. &
Patricia J.
Corriveau, Sandra A. &
Sylvia F.




Cusanelli , Dorothy E.
Cyr, William A. Jr.
Daley, Christopher F. &
Carol J.
Dame, Roger M. & Earline C.
Damery, Thomas A. & June C.
Dane, Deirdre E. Trust




































































































































Davis, Edmund C. II &
Katherine C.
Davis, Stuart Estate
Dazet, Donald L. & Patricia
DeBaun, Alice T.
DeGroff, Herbert C. &
Bosse, Lynn L.
Denico, Warren A. Sr. &
Catherine F.
Dennis, Ernest G. Jr. &
Barbara A.
Dennis, Ernest G. Sr. &












Dennis, Gary L. & Marianne C. Map 208-7
DeSpirito, Emil J. & Rose G. Map 209-40
Deveau, John L. Jr. & Loren Map 402-3.2
Dewar, Robert S. Map 204-30
Dexter, William B. & Kathleen Map 201-32
' Map 201-36
Map 201-31
Dickerman, Gerald H. & Betty Map 402-1
' Map401-8.01
Dixon, Thomas P. & Margaret Map 206-36
Dombroski, Allen S. Map 202-16
Donner, Lillian J. Map 209-119





















Down to Earth, Inc.









Dustin, John G. & Joanne B.
Dutra, John F. Jr. & Lyn L.
Eastland, Michael & Sandra A. Map 412-9
Egan, Joseph R. & Carol A. &
Ferguson, John G. & Helen Map 202-2,3
Ekholm, Peter & Marion S.
Erickson, Carl G.
Espada, Jorge E. & Matos,
Sylvia M. & Reyes, Nilda
(Fairbanks) Dahar, Victor W.
Trustee





























































































Field, Carson M. & Dorothy
Filkins, Donald L. & Judith
Fitzpatrick, Margaret A.
Fitzpatrick, Noreen M.
Flanders, Bardon A. & Linda
Flewelling, Mark C. Jr. &
Tammy
Flewelling, Mark C. Sr.
Forest Futures Corp.
Fournier, Douglas D. &
Linda D.
Fowler, Dennis J. & Kelly A.
Fox, David L. & Edna H.
Frazier, William A. &
Dorothy C.
Freeport Development, Inc.
Fresh, Peter & John
Funderberg, Cynthia

































" " Map 412-22.2
Gendron, Wilfred E. & Shirley Map 209-66
Gentes, Andre L. & Kathleen L Map 203-19
Map 203-6
Genzlinger, Robert B. &
Maureen L.
German, Russell J. &
Antoinette L.
Ghidoni, Donald J. & Judith
Gibbs, Orville J. & Anna A.
Giffen, Maureen A.
Gillespie, Donald W. & Mark
Gonthier, Raymond R. & Judy
Gonyea, Rodney N. & Tracey























































































































Goss, Stuart F. & Vicky L.
Gould, Josephine
Goyette, Leo L. Jr. &
Christine L.
Goyette, Richard E. Sr.
Grader, Elizabeth F.
Gray, Glenn C. & Judith C.
& Ruth E.
Greene, Richard H. & Elaine
Greene, Thomas E. & Barbara
Grimes, Warren W.
Griswold, Raymond A. Jr.
& Lillian
Guillemette, Alfred M. &
Joyce E.
Gunderson, Floyd V.
Guyette, Harry S. & Ruby E.
Hadley, Robert & Frances
Hadley, Robert E.
Hadley, Robert E. & Frances
Hall, Bernard J. & Moreen H.
Hall, R. Keith & Mary E.
Hallock, Robert E. Jr. & Jean
Hamilton, Lloyd H. &
Shirley A.


































Haselton, Douglass K. &
Deborah W.
Hatch, Linda A.
Herbert, George L. &
Debora J.
Hefka, Bruce E. & Mary A.C Map 209-2
Map 209-3
Hemingway, Raymond J. & Map 202-9
Robin L.
Henderson, Katherine M. Map 412-5
Heusser, Paul D. & Marta Map 209-27
Map 209-28
Map 209-21.4












































































































Description ^^ly?. Buildings_ Tax
Hill , Richard C. & Nancy
Hodgman, Bruce 0. &
Henerietta L.
Hodgman, Frank H. Jr. &
levonne R.
Hodgman, Robert H. & Jean
Holden, Clara P. & Mark &
Wayne F.
Holliday, David & Clay
Caren













Holt, Henry L. & Priscilla












Horn, William H. & Virginia Map 209-95
Howard, Eric & Margaretha &
Herbert G. (Trustees) Map 406-9

















Howe, Allen & Lonnichsen,
Sandra K.
Hubeny, Robert J. & Nancy
Hughes, William A. &
Patricia A.
Hunter, Daniel W. & Hazel
Hunter, Richard G.
Huot, Yvette J.






Janicke, Gary R. & Linda L. Map 410-6
Map 410-9
Jennings, Edwin L. Jr. & Map 204-17
Shirley A.






































































































Name Description _ __VaT^ue_ Buildings Tax
Jillette, Arthur G. &
Beatrice M. Map i^06-20 :30,916 62,750 2,003.52 CU
Jillett, Beatrice M.
w/ Ellis, Grace J.
Krisik, Ann H.
McDevitt, Judith
Map 202-29 54,800 54,600 2,340.07
Johnson, Arthur & Sharon Map $ 6,650 $ 142.24
Johnson, Brian 0. &
Virginia M.J.
Map 404-13 35,200 $ 56,250 1,956.12
Johnson, Doddridge Map 411-12 5,510 117.86 CU
Johnson, Elles A. Map 209-59 56,800 22,200 1,689.81
Johnson, Ernest L. & Hazel Map 201-42 18,450 394.65
„ Map 206-8.1 64,750 1,385.00
Johnson, Hazel G. Map 208-31 51,130 61,800 2,415.57 CU
Johnson, Mortimer S. &
Martha W.
Map 209-69 62,800 18,850 1,746.49
Jones, Anna Map 402-5 18,965 2,550 460.21 CU
Jones, Douglas E. & Edith M. Map 204-18 63,400 48.700 2,297.82 VET
Jones, John R. & Barbara R. Map 401-7 53,646 40,150 2,006.30 CU
Jordan, Donald E. & Nancy D. Map 410-11 16,020 1,050 365.13 CU
Kammerer, Edward E. &
Beatrice M.
Map 206-9 42,950 30,650 1,574.30
Kavanaugh, Robert A. Map 208-27.3 36,900 42,300 1,694.09
Kelly, Louise Map 411-4 702 15.02
Kemp, Roberta (Wentzell) Map 201-5 36,500 39,800 1,632.06
Kempton, Ronald A. Map 201-24 34,750 68,800 2,114.94 VET
Kendall , Joyce M. Map 209-85 48,500 37,400 1,837.40
Kennelly, Mary E. Map 207-15.2 38,500 38,950 1,656.66
Kill ion, Paul T. & McRae
Paul ine
Map 412-26 34,250 45,850 1,713.34
Konrad, Gertrude E. Map 402-3.1 38,750 58,550 2,081.25
Korder, Walter O.R. Map 404-16 1,245 26.63 CU
Koscielniak, Michael P. &
Patti S.
Map 205-4 33,400 63,200 2,066.27
Koszela, John Map 402-8 46,150 987.15
Kowalczyk, Stanley M. Jr. &
Catherine J.
Map 201-lU 41,350 54,100 2,041.68
Krause, Paul G. Map 204-28 52,850 93,750 3,035.77 VET
LaBossiere, Steven R. Map 203-9 21,400 48,850 1,502.65
LaFountain, Keith C. & Pearl Map 201-37 30,100 18,250 1.034.21
Lamb, Paul D. Map 411-15 25,500 545.45
Lambert, Anthony J. & Lynn Map 411-21 38,350 86,200 2,664.12
Lamery, Steven P. & Gaddes
Kim P.
Map 203-22.21 $ 48,000 $ 68,600 $ 2,494.07
Land East Corporation Map 411-10 1,872 40.04 CU
Larpenter, Dean A. & Pamela Map 403-3 34,665 60,800 2,042.00 CU
Laware, Helena B. Map 203-25 43,050 1,050 943.30
LeClair, Edward R. & Ruth N,, Map 206-1.2 47,550 94,000 3,027.75
LeClerc, George E. & Theresa Map 410-7.1 59,550 61,750 2,066.81 VET
52
Land
Name _ _ _ Descrigtion_ t^l^^ ?yil^iD9§ I?5
Map 410-7.2 7,lU0 151.87
LeClerc, George E. Jr. Map 410-8 33,150 20,600 1,149.71
Leland, Shirley A. Map 201-4 45,150 94,500 2,987.11
Lempster Athletic Assoc. Map 4U2-9 36,600 00.00
Leslie, Richard A. & Joan Map 406-13 39,150 52,400 1,958.25
Map 406-12 31,935 24,150 1,199.66 CU
Lewin Forest Associates Map 411-13 12,300 263.10
Lindquist, Nichola J. Map 201-3.1 1,387 29.67 CU
Linn, John M. Jr. & Cynthia Map 205-6 38,200 54,950 1,992.48
Litchfield, Greg A. & Map 201-27 52,600 62,400 2,459.85
Williams, Sallyrae
Locke, Judith 1/3 Int. w/ Map 209-10 15,550 332.61
Turner & Aphol
t
Map 209-11 17,350 7,150 524.06
Map 209-78 15,416.67 331.89
Lorandeau, Sidney W. Jr. Map 204-33 20,000 34,600 1,167.89
Map 204-32 20,550 16,150 785.01
Lord, Mark S. Map 204-47 37,900 39,900 1,664.14
Luck, Thomas & Kathleen Map 203-27 8,950 191.44
Lund, Frank W. & Mary A. Map 205-18 26,400 59,250 1,832.05
Maclntyre, Rickie R. & Alice Map 201-20 42,900 89,300 2,827.76
MaKara, Daniel J. & Barbara Map 209-111 13,500 8,000 459.89
Malloch, James C. & Harriet Map 209-107 29,500 24,000 1,144.37
Marlborough, Gary F. Map 209-89 52,100 15,450 1,444.89
Mason, Howard C. & Josephine Map 202-17 52,850 43,800 1,539.54 VET
Matson, Larry B. & Laura L. Map 412-8 31,800 18,850 1,068.43
Mayer, Herman J. Map 412-15 45,450 54,750 2,143.28
McClellan, Olive L. Map 204-43 36,750 786.08
McCloskey, Ernest R. & Map 209-51 90,800 51,000 3,033.10
Kathleen T.
McConologue, Anthony J. Map 412-6 $ 43,134 $ 71,150 52,344.53 CU-VET
Map 411-5 1,160 24.81 CU
McDonough, John & Kismet & Map 411-17 16,800 359.35
Chan & Michael
McElraevy, John R. Map 206-33 30, 150 644.91
McGhee, Jack Map 201-11 32,850 22,750 1,189.28
McGinty, Daniel J. & Sharon Map 201-28 37,673 85,400 2,632.53 CU
McGuire, Stephen M. & Janet Map 208-6 6,600 141.17
McNuUy, Joseph & Judith L. Map 209-60 60,400 24,550 1,817.08
Meier-Peterson, Sylvia R. Map 202-12 30,950 18,000 1,047.04
Merrigan, Peter W. & Melinda Map 410-1 32,750 83,800 2,493.00
Mlleti, Joseph J. & Barbara Map 207-5 42,250 46,900 1,906.92
Mirabile, Marsha L. Map 209-108 46,150 34,000 1,714.41
Moen, David H. & Richard W. Map 209-21.1 63,600 1,360.41
Moen, Richard H. & Cathy C. Map 209-33 98,950 46,250 3,105.83
Moen, Sherri L. Map 204-42.2 40,200 57,000 2,079.11




Descrigtion y§ly§. _Buildin2s Tax
Moul , Janes T. & Donna T.
Moul, Lillian H.









Murgatroy, Raymond C. Jr.
Martha M.
Murgatroy, Raymond C. Sr. Map 207-13
Murphy, Timothy C. Jr. & Map 208-14
Jeanette M.
Nagle, Linda E. Map 209-114
Nelson, Arthur W. & Map 206-1.1
Elizabeth T.
Map 202-31
Nelson, Audrey N. Map 207-15.1
Nelson, Lars L. & Debra M. Map 411-23
Nelson, Paul H. Map 209-103
Neuberger, Donald E. & Map 209-9
Barbara C.
NewEngland Forestry -- Map 406-7
Foundation
NewHampshire Electric -~ Power Lines
Cooperative Inc.
Newell , May 0. Map 209-38
Mew-Minn Investments Lmtd. Map 208-8
Newman, Doris C. Map 206-13
Niessen, Walter R. & Dorothy Map 209-21.2
Map 209-21.3
Nightingale, Robert H. & Map 202-28.2
Muriel ,B. & Beyerle, Karen R.
Nilsen, Arne R. & Ethel N. Map 201-30
Niro, Antonio Map 406-1
Nordstrom, Joseph A. Map 209-53
North Woodlands Map 408-1.2
Noyes, Lorraine G. Map 209-24
Nye, George P. & Isabel C. Map 412-3
O'Clair, Douglas J. & Ann L. Map 205-7
Map 208-27.4
O'Connor, Evelyn T.
Oleson, Frederick B. &
Charlotte E.








































































































Name ___ _ Description y§ly? §yll^iD25 T§5_
Owner Unknown Map 412-18 4,100 87.70
O'Sullivan, Dennis J. Jr. Map 203-20 23,900 52,300 1,843.82
Page, Romeo & Paulette Map 201-6 34,900 16,450 1,098.38
Palmer, Richard 0. Jr. & Map 401-24 46,050 38,000 1,797.83
Kandra L.
Parmalee, Dennis F. & Janice Map 201-38 36,550 45,550 1,756.12
Pasquale, Berardino & Elisa Map 207-9 46,200 91,350 2,942.19
Pavlik, David J. & Phyllis Map 411-1 51,400 72,850 2,657.71
Pearson, Charles P. (ESTATE) Map 204-39 32,100 25,050 480.70 VET
Pelkey, Leon & Mabel Map 209-63 108,700 13,650 2,617.07
Pelletier, Allan J. Map 205-12A 21,200 453.47
Pelletier, Irene M. Map 205-12 74,500 40,800 1,938.47 VET
Perkins, Elsie G. Map 412-33 $ 528 $ $ 11.29
Peterson, Daniel P. & Map 205-19 25,600 34,950 1,295.16
Kiniry-Peterson, Tammy S.
Peterson, Elwin C. & Paula Map 407-2 27,200 6,700 725.12
Peterson, Isabelle W. Map 209-77 119,200 24,250 3,068.40
Peterson, Sherrill H. Map 209-22 33,750 721.91
Map 209-43- 110,750 54,700 3,538.98
42.1
Peterson, Wayne T. & Nancy Map 411-9 21,150 452.40
Petrov, Paval V. & Nancy I. Map 403-2 36,150 38,050 1,587.14
Phetteplace, Everett & Map 205-17 11,000 235.29
Barbara ^int.w/Smith, R.C.
Pieczarka, Nellie R. Map 201-41 17,050 364.70
Pike, John G. Ill & Alan R. Map 203-17 56,450 78,400 2,884.44
& David E.
Map 203-7 6,750 6,850 290.90
Map 203-23 61,750 1,320.83
Pockett, Paul W. & Wanda L. Map 208-23 15,900 23,550 743.84 VET
Porter, Raymond L. Map 209-20 43,100 25,100 1,458.80
Potter, Michael H. & Susan Map 206-7 36,100 48,150 1,802.11
Powers, Thomas B. & Carmella Map 407-5 37,077 82,000 2,447.06 CU-VET
Map 401-5 49,678 22,500 1,543.89 CU
Pratt, Howard M. & Map 207-4 2,850 60.96
Elizabeth (Freeman)
Map 207-4.1 4,800 102.67
Prior, Robert A. & Marilyn Map 206-31 46,950 94,250 2,920.27 VET
Proctor, Colin J. & Marcela Map 208-11.1 33,000 300 712.29
Public Service of NH Power Lines 2,488.19
Purmont, Rita E. Map 404-19 49,253 65,200 2,248.15 CU-VET
Map 205-25 16,971 363.01 CU
Map 205-15 5,065 108.34 CU
Purnell, Anne D. Map 204-20 40,200 96,150 2,816.53 CU-VET
Map 204-23 14,494 7,900 479.01
Raittio, Jeffrey A. Map 412-12 35,900 74,800 2,367.87
Reed, Roger L. & Susie Map 208-28.1 40,600 56,950 2,086.59
Reed, Thomas S. & Vickie Map 208-28.2 42,200 78,650 2,584.98
55
Land
Name P§§9nB^i9!] Value Buildings Tax
Retter, Alan G. & Kirsten Map 402-3.3 40,100 81,150 2,593.54
Richmond, Philip L. Jr. (EST) Map 209-58 96,500 10,350 2,285.52
Rickert, Paul D. & Map 407-3 41,550 888.75
Champagne, Ann M.
Rissala, Mark S. & Valerie Map 202-37.2 $ 30,300 $ 38,050 $1,462.01
Robbins, Katherine L. Map 411-22 36,850 87,350 2,656.64
Roberts, Ida K. Map 204-15 49,050 19,600 1,468.42
Roberts, Roberta E. Map 202-8 50,700 62,600 2,423.49
Map 202-7 11,450 244.92
Map 202-23 29,950 640.63
Robillard, Bratan V. Map 412-21 45,138 44,950 1,826.99 CU-VET
Map 412-19 37,405 800.10 CU
Rogers, Warren E. Jr. Map 204-22 44,344 80,250 2,665.07 CU
Rollins, Wynne A. Map 208-17 21,600 54,700 1,532.06 VET
Ross, Joseph J. Sr. & Map 209-102 30,300 19,550 1,066.29
Salann M.
Ross, Todd & Everett L. & Map 201-16 35,050 38,400 1,571.10
Judith A.
Rousseau, Alfred W. & Ida B. Map 209-92 54,000 30,200 1,801.04
Russell, George E. & Ruth A. Map 208-9 31,400 41,550 1,560.40
Map 208-10 21,600 24,300 519.78
Ryan, Thomas F. & Janet R. Map 209-115 34,600 18,000 1,125.11
Sagalyn , James M. & Map 407-9 1,728 36.96 CU
Raphael , Ann M.
Salmoiraghi, Orest P. & Map 404-14 43,450 1,700 965.76
Elinor G.
Sampson, Howard A. & Map 206-4 34,350 66,400 2,155.04
Patricia E.
Sargeant, Lawrence E. Map 202-26 62,050 1,327.25
Savage, Woodrow W. Jr. & Map 209-110 24,950 38,000 1,346.50
Lindstrom, Laurie E.
Schendler, Sylvan & Virginia Map 401-22 58,536 135,400 4,048.29 CU-VET
Map 401-12-11 10,051 214.99 CU
Map 401-14 5,820 124.49 CU
Map 402-4 1,980 42.35 CU
Map 401-15 330 7.06 CU
Schendler, Virginia G. Map 401-23 4,650 99.46 CU
Schierloh, Derek W. & Map 410-13 29,100 622.45
Marianne K.
Schneider, Mark W. & Map 208-27.2 36,150 93,800 2,779.64
Virginia M.
Schoenfeldt, Joy H. Map 209-83 43,050 22,200 1,395.70
Scimemi, Darlene J. Map 208-25 33,150 59,950 1,991.41









Name _ _ _ Description y?ly§ ^^11^2095 I?^.
Map 411-7 62,800 1,343.29
Map 209-48 7,250 155.08
Shepard, Madeline T. Map 202-10 12,250 12,400 527.26
Sherman, Thomas & Marilyn Map 206-30 44,350 52,900 1,980.18 VET
Shields, William & Patricia Map 202-32 43,850 38,450 1,760.40
Shinners, Peter & Kathleen Map 206-12.1 35,800 47,100 1,773.24
Silver, Randall H. Map 404-3 14,000 299.46
Skinner, Robert A. Map 411-20 32,650 79,150 2,291.40 VET
Smith, Carlyle A. & Helen Map 412-23 38,850 87,450 2,173.76 VET
Map 412-14 27,600 590.36
" " " Map 412-24 12,700 271.65
Smith, Eugene & Felecia, Map 202-22 40,950 29,400 1,504.79
Donna J.
Smith, Frederic & Christine Map 206-26 43,600 89,600 2,749.15 VET
"
i Int. Map 209-31 4,600 350 105.88
Smith, Harold & Ethel i Int. Map 209-31 4,600 350 105.88
w/ F&C Smith
Smith, Robert C. i Int.w/ Map 205-17 11,000 235.29
Phetteplace
Smith, Robert E. Jr. i Int. Map 412-20 25,050 535.83
w/ Phetteplace
Smith, Robert J. & Teresa A. Map 208-5 33,400 84,150 2,514.39
Smith, Roger W. Map 209-67 86,750 15,700 2,191.41
Sofman, Lane S. Map 206-35 17,750 14,100 681.28
Sova, Alice C. Map 407-8 33,446 67,950 1,313.26 CU
Stairs, Anthony & Mary Ann Map 209-76 65,750 21,900 1,874.84
Stanwood, Roy E. Map 207-llA 10,550 225.66
Starcher, Christopher & Map 201-17 38,000 76,700 2,453.43
Elaine M.
Starcher, Faith D. Map 201-18 37,650 68,450 1,841.68
Starr, Marie D. Map 206-23 40,100 73,050 1,564.68
Stearns, Julia B. Map 209-30 67,850 25,500 1,996.76
Stephen, David W. & Map 204-13 37,021 118,550 3,327.67 CU
Patricia S.
Stevens, Kerry A. & Deborah L. Map 206 $30,240 $53,050 $1,995.47 C/U
15, 16, & 17
Stevens, William H. & Madeline L. Map 206-18 29,940 60,050 1,405.64 CU-VET
Map 207-16 192 4.11 C/U
Map 206-26 25,700 3,800 631.01
Stevens, William S. & Deborah E. Map 206-19 32,450 34,450 1,430.99
Straw, Muriel M. Map 209-45 89,450 72,300 3,459.83
Map 209-46 72,800 2,250 1,605.32
Suarez, Richard L. & Toni C. Map 202-14 42,250 83,700 2,694.08
Sunapee Mountain Grange Map 204-3 12,450 42,000 EXEMPT
' Map 202-27 15,600 EXEMPT
Tavares, George P. Map 402-8A 5,600 119.78
Tenney, John M. & Jean N. Map 205-20 36,100 45,550 1,746.49
57
Land
Name Description Value Buildings Tax
Terwilliger, Gordon Map 209-54 173,150 14,000 4,003.14
'
Map 209-18.1 736 15.74
Theriault, Marcel & Hilda Map 209-90 50,500 36,000 1,850.24
Therrien, Gordon B. & Hilda A. Map 209-116 39,700 32.050 1,534.73
Thorngren, Janet P. Map 407-4 40,800 23,800 1,181.79 VET
Towne, Bernard P. Map 401-17 1,000 21.39 C/U
Truell, Elroy M. Jr. & Tammy A. Map 204-36 30,950 46,500 1,656.66
Truell, Michael J. & Joanne M. Map 208-16 21,000 449.19
Turner, Mary L.-1/3 Interest Map 209-11 17,350 7,150 524.06
Map 209-10 15,550 332.61
Map 209-78 15,516.67 331.89
Vitale, Henry R. & Connie D. Map 209-47 108,850 20,350 2,763.59
Walker, Todd J. & Mary K. Map 209-94 15,250 19,100 734.75
Walter, James P. & Mary C. Map 206-3 30,100 112,600 3,052.35
Warburton, Harry A. & Cheryl M. Map 202-13 38,800 50,450 1,909.06
Warburton, Virginia T. Map 202-11 18,550 21,800 7.49
Map 202-12 16,850 360.42
Warren, Pauline B. Map 203-22.1 36,500 780.74
Watson, Leroy A. Estate Map 401-3 42,250 903.73
Map 407-7 53,400 1,142.23
Wentworth, Donald R. & Pauline Map 209-44 113,800 37,850 3,243.80
Wetmore, Walter W. & Daisy B. Map 209-101 44,300 28,400 1,555.06
' Map 209-117 24,250 518.71
White, Edwin F. & Jean L. Map 209-121 $37,000 $79,150 $2,384.45 VET
White, Richard A. & Beverly S. Map 201-12,13 67,100 88,350 3,325.08
Whitney, Ronald G. & Leone P. Map 206-21 53,300 45,750 2,118.68
Wiggins, Frank E. Map 404-4 2,880 61.60 C/U
Wilcox, Bruce A. & Lori C. Map 204-44 41,600 81,250 2,627.76
Wilcox, William A. & Heidi L. Map 208-22.1 41,150 30,200 1,526.18
Willett, Andrea L. Map 208-2 30,550 92,750 2,637.39
Map 208-3 19,000 406.41
Willey, Mary Map 205-9 55,300 1,204.26
Williams, Michael R. & Pamela A. Map 205-1 30,250 647.05
Williamson, Esther G. Map 412-1.1 33,100 72,450 2,257.71 C/U
" Map 404-15 25,100 6,000 665.23 C/U
Winterholer, Bryant L. & Karen Map 201-49 55,300 78,450 2,860.91
Wishart, Alfred W. Jr. -1/4 int. Map 410-14 8,000 171.12
Wood, Frederic 0. Jr. & Doris E. Map 203-10 28,750 61,100 1,821.89 CU-VET
' Map 204-42.1 39,400 23,750 1,350.78
Wood, Frederic O.III & Stacey M. Map 201-14 40,550 59,400 2,137.93
Woods, Mark W. & Nancy A. Map 209-118 39,000 65,500 2,235.25
Woodworth, Frederic A. & Anita Map 209-112 47,100 39.300 1,848.10
Worth, Timothy E. & Deborah A. Map 201-3.3 1,030 22.03 C/U
Wright, Ralph E. & Viola I. Map 203-6 57,850 67,150 2,673.75
Wright, Richard P. & Lilyan B. Map 205-8 48,900 68,350 2,507.98
Wylie, James R.-3/4 int. Map 410-14 24,000 513.35
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Land
Name Description Value Buildings Tax
Yaglou, Edward P. Map 408-4 1,168 24.98
Yorkshire Timber Co. Map 401-1 992 21.22
'
Map 407-10 624 13.35
Young, Donna J. Map 209-81 36,050 24,400 1,293.03
Young, Edward L. & Florence E. Map 404-14 43,450 1,700 965.76
Yurgeles, Michael J. & L. Heather Map 206-24 30,477 47,550 1,669.00 C/U
Zachariadis, Nicolaos & Patti Map 202-35 36,100 58,200 2,017.08
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During the month of December a selectman went to Concord three
diflferent days to appear in behalf of the Town before the Board of Tax
and Land Appeals. This was a group ofabout 30 appeals heard from the
1989 docket. Ofthe decisions handed down so far, there are 17 granted
and 11 denied. Of the 17 granted, this means abatements must be
figured for 1989 and each year thereafter, with interest at 6% from the
day taxes were paid in any given year calculated forward to the day of
refund. As part of our agreement with the State reappraisal people in
1989, representatives appeared, at not further charge to the Town, to
defend their work of reappraisal on those properties. In the end, the
Board decides the merits of each appeal and renders a decision.
Former Supreme Court Justice Louis D. Brandeis as quoted in the
February 1993 BAM:
"Knowledge is wholly futile unless people care enough to apply
it. Men must be induced to set to work to do those things public
which are within their grasp and within their capabilities of
performance. In that way they may also be taught to love their
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School District, in the
towns of Goshen and Lempster, in the county of Sullivan, in the State of New
Hampshire, qualified to \ote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School
Gymnasium in Lempster, on the 6th day of March, 1993, at seven o'clock P.M. to
act upon the articles set forth in the Warrant. Articles 1,2, and 3 of the Warrant
covering the election of Moderator, Member of the School Board from Goshen, and
Auditor will be acted upon at three o'clock P.M., and voting will be by official
ballot and Checklist. The polls will remain open for this purpose from three
o'clock P.M. until at least seven-thirty o'clock P.M. At seven-thirty o'clock P.M. the
remaining articles will be acted upon.
ARTICLE 1.
To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2.
To choose a member of the school board from Goshen for the ensuing five years.
ARTICLE 3.
To choose an auditor for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 4.
To hear reports of agents, auditors, committees, or officers chosen, and pass
any vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE 5.
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ONE
MILLION SEVEN HUNDRED AND ELEVEN THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED AND
TEN DOLLARS ($1,711,610) as recommended by the school board, for the
support of schools, for the payment of salaries of school district officials and
agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the district, and to
authorize the application against said appropriation of available income
estimated at TWO HUNDRED TWENTY TWO THOUSAND FI\T HUNDRED ANT)
THIRTY THREE DOLLARS ($222,533).
ARTICLE 6.
To see If the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of THIRTY-
FIVE THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED THIRTY-ONE DOLLARS ($35,331) as a
deficit appropriation to the 1992-93 budget for the purpose of meeting the
unexpected costs of special education.
ARTICLE 7.
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of THIRTY-
TWO THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY DOLLARS ($32,120) for
the support of an additional teacher to teach grades six and seven.
ARTICLE 8.
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of SIXTEEN
THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS ($16,500) for the support of a half-
time Physical Education Teacher and associated suppUes and materials.
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ARTICLE 9.
To see if the district will \'ote to raise and appropriate the sum of TWELVE
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTY DOLLARS ($12,770) for the support
of an additional half-time kindergarten teacher in the event of increased
enrollment.
ARTICLE 10.
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of FOUR
THOUSAND SEVENTEEN DOLLARS ($4,017) to support an additional day of
health services to be provided by the school nurse.
ARTICLE 11.
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of FIVE
THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED SIXTY NINE DOLLARS ($5,569) for the support
of a half-time teaching assistant.
ARTICLE 12.
To see if the district will authorize the school board to apply for, accept and
expend, without further action of the School District meeting, money from any
source that becomes a\ailable during the year, as outlined in RSA 198:20-b,
provided that (1) such money is used for legal purposes for which a school district
may appropriate money, (2) the school board holds a public hearing on the
expenditure of such money before it is expended, and (3) the expenditure of such
money does not require the expenditure of other school district funds.
ARTICLE 13.
To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.









































































90-91 90-91 91-92 91-92 92-93 93-94
BUDGET SPENT BUDGET SPENT BUDGET PROPOSED
304,438 298,658 230,743 233.336 233,720 247,220
3,608 3.680
2.000 9.130 5,000 5.618 7.000 7,000
34,311 37,385 38.634 37.206 39,577 37,621
1,813 2,087 1.525 3,306
3,310 4.448 3,812 3,909 4.581 4,690
23,825 23,179 18,034 18,279 18.765 19.729
1,000 548 6,500 9,091 4.000 4,000
1,680 2,252
500 950 1,500 1.000
387,863 374.934 437,900 435,154 449,245 507,575
23,340 21,927 14,305 11,769 23,319 25,000
500 71 1,077
781,087 771.230 756,741 756,449 788.520 864.150
23,800 23,770 24,430 19,500 20.550 19,500
14,742 8.136 38.043 61,765
2,208 2,784 4.422 5,338 5.824 6,223
664 247 386 300 1.194 2,154
2,964 2,337 1,869 1.492 3,724 6,218
20,603 31,530 20.500 25,011 35,358 37.500
117,450 148,770 153.828 171,045 147,700 189,031
33,308 34,303 35.308 31,059 35,308 27,065
1,500
600 572 188 9 600 800
216,339 252,449 240.931 253,754 288,301 351,756
500 500
500 500
3,406 261 3,700 3,700
19 36
260 261 287 283
50
600 440 550 282 474 474
4,266 4,107 550 282 4,530 4,493
1.200 5,246 4,000 1,237 4.000 4.000
350
1,550 5,246 4,000 1,237 4,000 4,000
10.476 9,871 11,970 11,970
60 117
260 210 336 339
806 717 916 916
1,500 1,381 7,130 500
3.000 3,000 3,700
16,042 15.179 20.412 17.542
1.050 1,050 1,050 1,050 1.050 1 ,050
325 325 325 325 325 425



























TOTAL OFFICE OF PRINCIPAL






















50 50 50 50 50 50
150 150 100 150 150
100 100 1,350 1,350
100 100 100 100 100 100
300 477
500 2,468 500 1,000 1,000
100 100 76 150 575
584 500 700
2,000 497 1,500 364 1,000 500
217 188
35,692 35,692 36,914 35,828 36,967 39,923
40,734 40.370 41,539 38,979 43,092 46.173
41,000 40,970 41,650 41,650 41.650 41.650
3,275 5,323 8,313 8,832 8,313 8,313
4,994 6,166 5,862 5.824 6,223
320 282 252 487
535 424 909 857 1,050 1,064
3,439 3,406 4,025 3,861 3.842 3,822
2,070 1.990
1.800 1.645 1,800 1,617 l.SOO 1,700
200 259 1,500 1,500
100 100 100 150
1,000
350 350
50,149 56,862 65,453 65,210 65,681 65,259
25,294 25,134 18,117 20,136 20,935 20,935
3,000 4,728 1,020 763 787 1,377
627 362 455 340 410 412
1,945 1,870 1,385 1,541 1,601 1,601
1,340 2.826
1,000 1,545 2,500 2,400 1,500 1,500
300 680 600 600
1,000 380 1,811 400 600
150 65 150 30 150 75
8,131 8,131 6,116 3,599 7,589 5,788
10,100 9,282 5,000 5,393 10,000 9,000
10,000 12,753 10,000 11,635 13,000 14,500
9,750 8,478 18,000 14,967 1 7.000 16,000
1,690
1,300
71,297 73,408 62,743 62.615 75,312 78.204
44,507 44,507 48,000 48,000 49,440 50,923
1,200 1,133 1.200 2,000
3,500 4,762 3,500 3,664 3.500 3.500
49,207 50,402 51,500 51,664 54,140 56,423






164,254 164,254 164,254 164,254 164,254 160,000
95,297 95,177 81,372 83,108 71,496 62,110
259,551 259,431 245,626 247.362 235,750 222,110








































Catastrophic Aid (Special Ed)









MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE GOSHEN-LEMPSTER SCHOOL DISTRICT
March 14, 1992
ON A MOTION BY JOHN MICHAELS AND A SECOND BY DORIS CAMPBELL, THE POLLS
WERE OPENED AT 3:20 P.M. FOR THE PURPOSE OF VOTING ON ARTICLES 1, 2
AND 3.
The business meeting was recessed until 7:00 p.m. by Moderator John Wilhams.
The meeting was called to order at 7:00 p.m. by Moderator John WiUiams. All
board members were present along with Superintendent Anne Segal and Business
Administrator Alan Damren.
ARTICLE 1.
To choose a moderator for the ensuing year.
John Williamis was elected Moderator for a one year term by 142 votes. Other
votes cast were as follows: Arthur Jillette-2, Doris Adler-2; and Ted LeCIair, Mary
Walter, Tom Moore, Harrison Stover- 1 each.
ARTICLE 2.
To choose a member of the school board from Lempster for the ensuing five years,
and to choose a member of the school board from Goshen for the ensuing four
years.
Doris Adler was elected for the 5 year Lempster term with 123 votes. Other votes
cast were as follows: Thomas Moore- 12, Sue Scalera-4, Michael ShkIar-3, Kevin
Onnela-2, Mona Faulkner-2, Rudy Adler-2, Robert English-2, Phyllis Clark-2; and
Harry Stover, Henry Frank, Rachel TirreU, Derrick Rutter, John Michaels and Tim
Jacob- 1 each.
Paul Barrett was elected for the 4 year Goshen term with 103 votes. Other votes
cast were as follows: Ruth LeClair-6, Mary Walter-5, Edward LeClair-5, Fred Smith-
5, James Leland-4, Ernest Dennis-3, Marianne Dennis-3; and Gertrude Konrad,
John Hopkins, Arthur JLlIette, Beverly Hamilton, Gary Dennis, Ernest Dennis Jr.,
Shirley Edes, Mr. Richard, Paul Pockett, Robert Smith, Rodney Gonyea, Dar>'l Cady
and Nancy Moul-1 each.
ARTICLE 3.
To choose an auditor for the ensuing year.
Donald AUen was elected Auditor with 29 votes. Other votes cast were as follows:
Daryl Cady-20, Paul Barrett-2, Ann O'Clair-2, Rudy Adler-2; and Tim Jacob,
Harold Smith, Ruth LeClair, Barbara Chadwick, John Williams, Nancy Shepard,
Arthur JUIette, Heather Downey, Debbie Steven, John Barrett, Michael Shklar, and
Doris Adler- 1 each.
ARTICLE 4.
To hear reports of agents, auditors, committees, or officers chosen, and pass any
vote relating thereto.
MOTION MADE BY MARY WALTER AND SECONDED BY VIOLA WRIGHT. ARTICLE
PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.
ARTICLE 5.
To see if the district wlU vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ONE MILLION
FP/E HUNDRED AND SIXTY THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND TWENTY SIX DOLLARS
($1,560,826) as recommended by the school board, for the support of the schools,
for the payment of salaries of school district officials and agents, and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the district, and to authorize the application
against said appropriation of available income estimated at TWO HUNDRED
TWENTY TWO THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED AND THIRTY THREE DOLLARS
(5222,533).
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MOTION MADE BY FR.AN JACOBSEN .\ND SECONDED BY PHIL TIRRELL. .\fter a
presentaUon bv Jim Leland and much discussion by the voters, GARDINER
STETSON REQUESTED A WTUTTEN BALLOT. After further discussion, THOMAS
MOORE CALLED THE QUESTION WITH BRYANT WINTERHOLER SECONT)ING HIS
MOTION: THE WRITTEN BALLOT VOTES TOTALED 163 YES AND 65 NO. THE
MOTION CARRIED AS PRESENTED.
ARTICLE 6.
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of FORTY TWO
THOUSAND NTNE HUNDRED AND EIGHT DOLLARS ($42,908) as a deficit
appropriation to the 1991-92 budget for the purpose of meeting the unexpected
costs of special education.
MOTION MADE BY MICHAEL SHKIAR AND SECONDED BY PHYLLIS CIARK. THE
MOTION PASSED BY A VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 7.
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the svmi of TWENTY
THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND TW^VE DOLLARS ($20,412) for the support of a
full time Library Aide and associated supplies and materials.
MOTION MADE BY EDNA CHANDLER AND SECONDED BY THOMAS MOORE, .-^fter
some discussion GARDNER STETSON MOVED TO AMENT) THE ARTICLE TO READ
$15,179. DERRICK RUTTER SECONDED THIS MOTION TO AMEND. PAUL POCKETF
MOVED TO CEASE DISCUSSION AND STEPHEN CASEY SECONDED THIS MOTION. THE
MOTION TO AMEND THE ARTICLE TO $15,179 WAS DEFEATED. MARY WALTER
MOVED .^ND MICHAEL SHKIAR SECONDED A MOTION TO CEASE DEBATE ON THE
ORIGINAL ARTICLE. THE ORIGINAL ARTICLE PASSED WITH A STANDING VOTE OF
126 'i'ES TO 94 NO.
ARTICLE 8.
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of FIFTEEN
THOUSANT) FOUR HUNDRED AND SIXTY SEVEN DOLLARS ($15,467) for the support
of a half-time Physical Education Teacher and associated suppUes and materials.
MOTION MADE BY MARY WALTER AND SECONDED BY JERRI BRUNO. AFTER SOME
DEBATE MILTON MARSH MOVED AND VIOLA WRIGHT SECONDED A MOTION TO
CEASE DEBATE. THE ARTICLE WAS DEFEATED BY A STANDING VOTE OF 1 14 NO TO
87 YES.
ARTICLE 9.
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of FIFTEEN
THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED AND SIXTY SEVEN ($15,267) for the support of a half-
time Art Teacher and associated supplies and materials.
MOTION MADE BY MICHAEL SHKLAR AND SECONDED BY FAYE CARNEVALE. THE
ARTICLE WAS DEFEATED BY A VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 10.
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of FIFTEEN
THOUSAND AND SEVENTEEN DOLLARS ($15,017) for the support of a half time
Music Teacher and associated supphes and materials.
MOTION MADE BY JIM LELAND AND SECONDED BY MICHAEL SHKLAR. AFTER
DISCUSSION KEVIN ONNTLA MOVED THE QUESTION WTTH SHAUN BEST SECONTUNG
THE MOTION. THE ARTICLE WAS DEFEATED BY A STANDING VOTE OF 122 NO TO
68 YES.
ARTICLE 11.
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of FPv'E THOUSAND
SEVEN HUNDRED AND NTNE DOLLARS ($5,709) for the support of a one fifth-time
Guidance Counselor.
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MOTION MADE BY MARY WALTER AND SECONDED BY JIM LELAND. THE ARTICLE
WAS DEFEATED BY A HAND VOTE OF 109 NO TO 79 \'ES.
ARTICLE 12.
To see if t±ie district will \'ote to raise and appropriate the sum of FOl'R
THOUSAND ONE HUNT)RED AND THIRTY DOLLARS ($4,130) to increase the time of
the school nurse from one-fifth to two-fifths time.
MOTION MADE BY VIOLA WTUGHT AND SECONDED BY PATTI KOSCIELNLSiK. THE
ARTICLE WAS DEFEATED BY A HAND VOTE OF 119 NO TO 70 YES.
ARTICLE 13.
To see if the district will vote to rescind the article passed at the District Meeting
dated March 16, 1991 in which a fee of $1.00 per person, per use of the
g>'mnasium was authorized for any non-student use occurring in non-school
hours, and authorize the estabUsliment of a fee system based upon a reasonable
estimate of additional costs for heat, light, and other services required by such
use of the faciUt>'. (This article is submitted by petition)
MOTION MADE BY TERESA SMITH AND SECONDED BY BARBARA DENNIS. AFTER
DISCUSSION MARCL^ W1LLL\MS MOVED THE QUESTION WITH BRYANT
WINTERHOLER SECONDING THE MOTION. THE ARTICLE PASSED WITH A VOICE
VOTE. THE SCHOOL BOARD SAID THEY WOULD ESTABLISH THE FEE SYSTEM.
ARTICLE 14.
To see if the district wHl authorize the school board to apply for, accept and
expend, without further action of the School District meeting, money from any
source that becomes available during the year, as outUned in RSA 198:20b,
provided that (1) such money is used for legal purposes for v^iiich a school district
may appropriate money, (2) the school board holds a public hearing on the
expenditure of other school district funds.
MOTION MADE BY MICHAEL SHKLAR AND SECONDED BY PATTI KOSCIELNL\K. THE
MOTION WAS PASSED UNANIMOUSLY WITH A VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 15.
To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting. Given
under our hands this 27th day of February, 1992.
A request was made that a microphone be provided for the next year's meeting.
One person commented that the School Board members ought not to abstain from
voting on the articles.
Robert B. EngUsh asked if the School Board had done anything about Article 9 of
the previous year's warrant. The article stated that the district approved the
following statement: "We the taxpayers of the Goshen-Lempster School District
feel compelled to speak up to the State and Federal Government protesting the
prohibitive cost of our local education. A large portion of this cost we have no
local control over. We the taxpayers of Goshen-Lempster district acknowledge that
we also are responsible, in part for our present plight. However, the simple fact is
we cannot afford the ever-increasing taxes for the education of our youth." The
School Board chairman said the School Board had done nothing about this and it
was the responsibihty of those who had presented the statement as a warrant
article. Robert said the School Board should be the voters' representatives
seeking to cut taxes in every way possible.
Stephen Casey said the voters do have a right to line item veto on the budget. He
said that if a line item is vetoed, nothing more can be spent on that item unless
there is another line item that covers it.
Doris Adler said that the School Board members have a right to their indi\ idual
votes at the annual meeting.
Rita Purmort asked why the actual income was not listed in the warrant. Anne
Segal said it can be done and wiU be done next year.
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Mary Walter listed volunteers who ha\e helped at the school this year and
congratulated them. Those who have helped v\ith the kindergarten and playgroup
are Kim Bevilacqua, Susan Blackwood, Marianne Downey, Jane Heath,
Tammy Flewelling, Lynn Osgood, Roberta Robens, Tracey Gonyea, and Kathy
Gagnon. Dawn Benner has helped with the lower grades in the classrooms, Jerri
Bruno in the kitchen and in the 6th grade classroom, Marilyn Sherman with
nursing services, Patti Kosciehiiak with nursing ser\'ices. Donna Moul with an art
project (hall mural), Ruth LeClair with directing student plays. Sue Scalera with
student craft projects, Jean Barrett with the library, Jack Dutra with funds for
field trips, Gardner Stetson with a classroom presentation, Edward LeClair with the
Odyssey of the Mind project, and Fran Jacobsen with reproducing materials for
the teachers.
The polls were closed at 11:23 p.m.
MOTION MADE BY BRYAN WINTERHOLER AND SECONDED BY PAMELA WRIGHT TO
ADJOURN THE MEETING. VOTE TO ADJOURN WAS UNANIMOUS BY VOICE VOTE.





GOSHEN-LEMPSTER COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL MEETING
OF THE GOSHEN-LEMPSTER SCHOOL DISTRICT
November 14, 1992
ARTICLE 1.
To see what action the district will take on the cost items contained in a Collective
Bargaining Agreement, between the Goshen-Lempster Education Association and the
School Board, for 1992-93.
The meeting was opened by Moderator John WilUams at 7:00 p.m.
ARTICLE 2.
To see what sum of money the district will raise and appropriate in addition to the sum
raised and appropriated at the March 14, 1992 School District Meeting, for the cost
items contained in the Collective Bargain Agreement for 1992-1992, and to authorize
the application against said appropriation of such sums as are available for that purpose;
the school board to certify to the selectmen the balance between the revenue and
appropriation, which balance is to be raised by taxes by the town.
MICHAEL SHKLAR MOVED THAT $49,832 BE RAISED AND APPROPRIATED FOR THE
PURPOSE OF ARTICLE 2. DORIS ADLER SECONDED THE MOTION.
School Board Chairman John Hopkins explained the background of the Bargaining Unit
the teachers had chosen to form. He said that the present average salary at Goshen-
Lempster is $23,260 and that this increase would bring it to $33,014. He noted that for
each $1,000 of current property taxes, this addition would increase the tax by $25.
AFTER DISCUSSION AMONG DISTRICT MEMBERS FRED SMITH MOVED THE QUESTION WITH
KEVIN ONNELA SECONDING THE MOTION. THERE WAS A UNANIMOUS VOTE TO CEASE
DEBATE.
A paper ballot was conducted for the article. There were a total of 157 voters with 124
\TS and 33 NO. ARTICLE 2 WAS DEFEATED.
ARTICLE 3.
To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
ON A MOTION BY FRED SMITH AND A SECOND BY MARK CASEY, THE MEETING WAS





REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the Citizens of the Towns of Goshen and Lempster:
The Goshen/Lempster Cooperative School has been a very busy place tJiis year
due, in no small part, to the support that you gave the school district last March
when you appropriated funds for the school. It is heart warming to go by the
library this >ear and see students and teachers using the materials, as well as
watching Mrs. LeClair get children excited about books. Teaching children how to
read and how to use library materials to expand what they already know is critical
to the education of children in any elementary school. Thank you for support of
the school Ubrar>'.
Having Mrs. Koscielniak one day a week this year has helped us understand the
health needs of the students and their effect on student achievement. Without
her, our ability to provide programs that meet students' needs would be greatly
diminished. Thank you for your support of the health sendees.
We have also been fortunate to have attracted two new remarkable staff members
to teach first grade and seventh and eighth grade math and science in the persons
of Cheryl Pierce and Ralph Davidson. They are providing exciting learning
experiences for the students in their classrooms.
Being that this is my last report as Superintendent of Schools, let me take the
opportunity to thank you for allowing me to be involved in the education of your
children. I hope that in the years to come you will be able to find the resources to
provide the quahty of education that your children will need to make them





REPORT OF THE ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS (Special Services)
This past year lias been a time of consolidation and change for the Special Ser\'ices
programs at the Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School.
Under the direction of Mrs. Janis Bellavance, our Resource Room teacher, the Special
Education Program has been developed. The fUes have been organized, and a functional
team process has been set up to insure that special needs students are properly referred,
tracked and programmed. She has also developed consultative relationships with
teachers in Newport and Sunapee school districts so that team memberships will meet
state and federal guidelines.
Over the past year, the number of students being referred for possible special education
services has increased, as well as the number who have been accepted for services. We
have also had a number of special education students moving into the district without a
corresponding number of similar students moving out of the district. This factor
increased program costs that were not accounted for in the budget last year. The 1993-
1994 budget takes into account those new students known to the district at the time the
budget was prepared.
The SAU now supplies the part-tinie services of Dr. Joseph Rapalje, a School Psychologist
and Mr. BCieran Zito, a Mental Health Therapist. These services had to be contracted out
in prior years. We now have more hours of service time available for a similar dollar
investment, and the services are all being deUvered within the school building.
The SAU now operates a Transition Support Program for students with emotional
disabilities, at the Goshen-Lempster building. Students from aU districts within the SAU
are eligible to attend this program. The program gives a lot of support to regular
classroom teachers in the form of personnel, consultation, and curriculum resources. The
SAU also operates a more self-contained class for students with serious learning
problems. This program serves students within the district who would have had to be
placed in residential programs in former years.
The Spurwink foundation has rented classroom space at Goshen-Lempster school for an
elementary level self-contained program for emotionally disabled students. This
program serves students from within the SAU as well as other SAU'S within the area. The
Spurwink program also operates a residential facihty for students who cannot li\e at
home. They have pro^ en to be good tenants and neighbors.
The Chapter 1 Program continues to supply reading and math tutoring assistance to
students in grades 1 thorough 6 who experience difficulty in these areas but do not
generally qualify for Special Education ser*.'ices. Students appear to make good group
gains in the program on their yearly evaluations. The amoimt of the Chapter 1 funds
that districts will qualify for in 1993-1994 will diminish due to changes in Census Data
from the last National Census. This may force us to cut back somewhat in the total
number of hours of program time available to students in the future.
The citizens of the Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School District have every reason to be
proud of the quahty and dedication of their Special Services employees. These people
work together well, put in lots of extra time with students, and demonstrate how much
they care in so many different ways. I really appreciate them !
Respectfully submitted,
Arthur G. Jillette, Jr.




January of 1992 found us in the middle of a difficult
school year, struggling to overcome program deficits
resulting from the previous year's cutting of Physical
Education, Art, Music, Library, Nursing services, and a
classroom position. Through the innovation of a dedicated
professional staff and support staff and the untiring
efforts of citizen volunteers, the children of the community
received many quality experiences at their school. Today,
as a result of the strength and perseverance of these
people, the Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School is recovering
from the budget cuts of 1991 and is in a pattern of well
defined upward growth.
Many events shaped the past year for staff and
students; some of those events were:
January The Eighth Grade Class, under the volunteer
direction of former Art teacher Ms. Donna Moul,
began a wall mural in the hall at the main
entrance. The project, entitled WINDS OF CHANGE
(the students' selected graduation theme), depicts
some of the major social and political events of
the previous year.
The D.A.R.E program made its debut at the Goshen-
Lempster School with a 17 week program in
Ms. Wells' sixth grade class. State Trooper
Jerome Maslan taught the California developed
awareness curriculum which focuses on self-esteem
and personal wellness. The program was funded in
part by local donations from Dennis Lumber Company,
Fulton's Service Station, Mill Stream Structures,
and Onnela Lumber Company.
The entire school staff participated in the
Conflict Resolution program that was presented by
Esther Tardy, director of the Lake Sunapee Area
Mediation Program. The activity consisted of a
series of 4 hour workshops which examined how a
variety of personalities with different value
systems interact. The objective was to develop
techniques to empower students with the ability to
resolve conflicts among themselves.
February Mr. Ronald Purmort organized intramural basketball
teams among students in the upper grades. The
entire school enjoyed the competition over the
course of several afternoons.
Ms. Ruth LeClair volunteered her services as the
director of two plays that involved students in
grades 6,7 and 8. The Wind in the Willows and
Murder Well Rehearsed were presented to members of
the community on the evenings of February 20. and
21 .
Ms. Susan Scalera volunteered time, material and
equipment to provide the sixth grade class with a
sewing project. The girls made make-up bags, and
the boys made pillow cases.
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The entire staff and student body received a
presentation by an International 4-H Youth Exchange
student who had recently spent six months in
Taiwan. The program consisted of slides of the
student's experiences and a display of items that
reflected the culture of Taiwan.
March Erich Adler, eighth grade, qualified to
participate at the state level of the National
Geography Bee. He, accompanied by his Social
Studies teacher Ms. Brewer, went to the competition
at Keene State College.
The faculty organized a voting procedure whereby
the students could select school programs that they
believed to be most important to learning. The
students needed to choose five of the eleven topics
that they selected for the ballot. In an
instructive format of the democratic process, the
students were registered to vote prior to casting
their ballots. The five items selected in order of
preference were: Physical Education, Recreational
Activities, Library, After School Activities, and
the Arts (music, art & drama).
Several visitors were invited to make classroom
presentations. Ms. Rochford's Kindergarten class
had a presentation on maple sugaring by
Ms. Ellen Stetson. Ms. Maxfield invited two
presenters to enhance her geography theme of
cultures around the world. There was a presentation
on Native Americans by a Native American, and there
was a fun filled visit from natives of Ghana,
Africa with food and music from that land.
Three teams participated in the Odysey of the Mind
competition. One team, consisting of kindergarten
and first grade students coached by
Ms. Heather Downey, received a certificate of
participation. Another team, consisting of seventh
and eighth grade students coached by Ms. Bronder,
wrote and performed the play Alice in Omerland. The
other team, also seventh and eighth graders coached
by Mr. Ted LeClair and Mr. Tom Ayotte, placed third
in their division with their solution to a delayed
reaction problem.
April The P.T.C., under the direction of Ms. Scalera,
funded the presentation of The Little Red Wagon to
students in grades K through 6.
The teaching staff received funding under the
Eisenhower Grant to bring Teachers' Laboratory to
the school for a full day's workshop. The activity
involved the exploration of the use of
manipulatives for problem solving in mathematics.
This was in conjunction with the effort to redesign
the school's mathematics curriculum in accordance
with the recently developed standards of the
National Conference of Teachers of Mathematics.
Ms. Maxfield's class presented the play The Sound
of Peace, a culminating experience to the students'
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study of cultures around the world. Volunteers
Ms. Kim Gaddes, Ms. Marianne Dennis and
Ms. Susan Scalera helped to make the play a
tremendous success. In the words of Ms. Maxfield,
"Probably the most wonderful thing that happened
during this unit was that the kids had positive
experiences with people and things they considered
"different" " .
May The Science Fair was held in the gymnasium on the
evening of May 21. The P.T.C. issued cash awards
and certificates of honorable mention for top
projects in each of three divisions. Those
projects were:
Division - Grades 1 , 2 S, 3
1st - Ms. Maxfield's Class Rainforest
2nd - Emily Filkins Bird Nests
"
3rd - Emily Roberts Baby Chicks
Hon. Men.- Ms. Parsons' class .... Save Our Earth
Hon. Men.- Robby Blackwood Surface Tension
Division - Grades 4, 5 & 6
1st - Abby Stevens Water Wheel
2nd - Adam Howard Gears
3rd - Julie Young Rivers
Hon. Men.- Nicholas Scalera Direct Current
Hon. Men.- Chris Gonyea Towns of Long Ago
Division - Grades 7 & 8
1st - Miles Stetson Gases
2nd - Norlen Flynn Solar Heater
3rd - Bonnie Stevens Windmills
Hon. Men.- Ian LeClair. Acid Rain
June Eighth Grade graduation was held in the gymnasium
on the evening of June 16. Erich Adler was the
Class Valedictorian, and Anna Scalera was the Class
Salutatorian . Diplomas were issued by School Board
Chairperson Mary Walter. A reception, organized by
the P.T.C, was held for the graduates after the
ceremony.
On the morning of June 17 (last day of school), an
award ceremony was held to honor school volunteers
and students for academic achievements. Awards for
Science Projects were announced, and students
received recognition for participation in play
productions, sports and Odyssey of the Mind.
September The new school year began on the theme
"Accentuate the Positive". New faces on the
scene were Ms. Sheryl Pierce (replacing
Ms. Williams as first grade teacher),
Mr. Ralph Davidson (grade 7 & 8 Math and Science),
Ms. Ruth LeClair (Librarian), and classroom
assistants Ms. Jerri Bruno, Ms. Dorene Young, and
Mr. Greg Litchfield.
A new S.A.U. 43 program for emotionally
handicapped children moved to the Goshen-Lempster
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October
School. The program receives students from nearby
districts and works with the children to facilitate
their reentry into the regular classroom.
Everyone returning to school was pleasantly
surprised by the stylish new sign that greeted them
at the front of the school. The sign, sporting the
school mascot (a wildcat), was designed by .
Jim Walter Jr. of Goshen as a Boy Scout project for
his promotion to the rank of Eagle Scout.
On October 12, the Lempster Fire Department
presented a fire safety program to the students.
Chief Philip Tirrell and Fireman David Loring gave
classroom presentations while Firefighter
Barbara Chadwick and Fireman Kenneth LaQuire gave
demonstrations of firefighting equipment and
clothing. Goshen Firefighter Greg Litchfield
assisted in the demonstrations.
Pennies for P.E., an idea brought to fruition by
organizers Ms. Kim Gaddes and Ms. Marianne Dennis,
became redefined as Parents for Positive Education.
Such activities as a student walk-a-thon and a
proposed bingo operation were slated to contribute
toward sponsoring a Winter Activity program for the
students.
November On Sunday, November 12, the third annual Christmas
Crafts Fair was held at the school. Student craft
tables were set-up in the lunchroom where teachers
and students sold crafts to benefit classroom
activities. A great deal of time and effort on
behalf of students, teachers and parents went into
designing and making crafts. Professional crafters
were set-up in the gym. Santa and Mrs. Clause were
on hand to have their pictures taken with children,
and Mr. Dickerman offered rides on a horse drawn
wagon. Ms. Heather Downey and family operated the
food concession, and other members of the P.T.C.
were busy with the various operations associated
with the Fair. The P.T.C, under the executive
direction of President Susan Scalera, Vice
President Jane Skeie, Treasurer Chris Smith, and
Secretary Marianne Dennis, invested an enormous
amount of time and energy in preparation for the
crafts fair.
December Librarian Ruth LeClair organized two student plays
that were presented to the community on the
evening of December 18. The plays, Be-Deckin' the
Halls and A Childrens' Christmas Story , involved
many afternoons of practice and set building. A
special thanks goes to parents Susan Scalera,
Rachel Tirrell, Marilyn Sherman, Kathy Davis,
Debbie Wirkkala and Ted LeClair for their help in
making the program a success.
Last April, Grades 2, 4, 6 and 8 were administered
achievements tests. The tests, which are useful in guiding
the teaching staff in curriculum development, are divided
into various categories which assess skill development in
reading, language and mathematics. Grades 4, 6 and 8 are











4 64 61 64 65 62
6 71 63 57 54 76
8 47 51 59 47 63
The 50th percentile is considered to be the national
average. As you can see, many of our class averages exceed
the national average in these tests. This suggests that the
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GOSHEN LEMPSTER COOPERATIVE SCHOOL PERSONNEL
YEARS IN
YEARS IN GOSHEN
NAME POSITION COLLEGE DEGREE TEACHING LEMPSTER
John Bonfiglio Principal Univ. of MA M.ED 17 17
Janis Bellavance Special Education Keene BS 11 2
Patrice Brewer Grade 7 & 8 Worcester State BS 10 6
Ralph Davidson Grade 7 & 8 U Southern Calif MA 26 1
Conrad Ekstrom Grade 5 Keene M.Ed 15 12
Sandra Lord Grade 4 Keene BS 6 6
Mary Maxfield Grade 3 & 4 Keene BA 4 4
Sharon Parsons Grade 3 Anna Maria College BA 6 2
Sheryl Pierce Grade 1 Univ. of Vermont BA 16 1
Nancy Rickard Grades 1 & 2 Keene BA 17.5 17.5
Frances Smith Kindergarten Keene BS 7 5


























School enrollment for the last 13 years on the opening day of school.
Special Sub-
School Year K 12345678 Class Total Tuition Total
1979-80 20 18 18 14 20 8 10 19 12 139 60 199
1980-81 23 20 15 22 15 20 6 8 13 142 64 206
1981-82 16 21 19 14 22 16 14 9 11 142 56 198
1982-83 15 26 20 13 21 17 20 9 11 152 60 212
1983-84 17 13 11 25 19 12 35 16 9 157 61 218
1984-85 18 22 15 13 19 24 14 26 1 152 51 203
1985-86 21 20 21 22 16 21 24 14 159 61 220
1986-87 15 31 18 22 21 18 14 18 22 179 63 242
1987-88 20 29 26 23 23 23 20 15 20 199 66 265
1988-89 21 29 29 26 19 21 25 21 17 208 77 285
1989-90 29 20 23 30 25 24 24 24 21 220 73 293
1990-91 24 38 17 26 31 23 20 22 23 224 74 298
1991-92 21 37 20 13 29 31 24 21 23 219 65 284
1992-93 21 27 38 19 16 28 32 22 19 225 69 294
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